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Context  

 
This is the 3rd of 10 documents which constitute the Neighbourhood Plan.  The first eight 

documents are supporting and evidence base documents, the ninth is the Plan Vision and 

Policies document and the tenth is the Design Guide. 

 

 

 

1. Report of Community Consultation Events February & March 2013. 

 

2. About Cheddar. 

 

3. Housing Needs and Preferred Sites Report. 

 

4. 2nd Consultation Event November 2014 & Exit Poll June 2016. 

 

5. Call for Sites Database. 

 

6. Employment & Economy Report. 

 

7. Consultation Statement. 

 

8. SDC Consultation Exit Poll 2016. 

 

9. SEA Screening Report. 

  

10. Regulation 14 Report. 

 

11. Equality Impact Statement. 
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1.0 Executive summary 
 

 

1.1 A brief summary of the housing needs aspect of this report is that the number of 

affordable homes to be built to meet Cheddar housing needs in the plan period 2011 to 2027 

should be in the range 10 to 28.. The number determined by the   Housing Needs Assessment 

(HNA) conducted by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group was in fact 10. Sedgemoor District 

Council’s Affordable Housing Team estimates the need as being for between 28 and 38. 

 

 

1.2 The number of houses in total should be in the range 200 to 300, (we consulted on a 

figure of 208), and the preferred sites identified here will yield the number of homes to meet the 

local needs of Cheddar.   

 

 

1.3 Since the start of undertaking the Neighbourhood Plan process events have overtaken 

the drafting of this report.  Planning permission has been granted for 90 new homes on a site, 

south of Holwell Lane, which the Neighbourhood Plan did not have as a preferred site.  The plan 

is for 54 market homes and 36 intermediate ones.  Another site, Round Oak Farm, which was the 

Steering Group’s  second choice has an application for outline planning for 110 homes, all shown 

as market housing on the application form.  However in order to build outside the development 

boundary 40% of homes have to be affordable so 44 homes should be expected to be affordable.  

These two sites between them provide more affordable homes than there is evidence of local 

need. 

 

 

1.4 Should either application not proceed then the Neighbourhood Plan has identified a first 

choice site at Helliers Lane.  This would provide 67 homes of which 27 would be socially rented.   

 

 

1.5 With two out of three ‘exception’ sites capable of meeting local need, there will be no 

requirement to build on all the identified outside development boundary sites.  Inside the 

boundary development sites, Steart Bushes and Steart Triangle could come forward quickly, 

would yield a further 50+ homes. Other sites at WC Maunders and Ashley Lane/ Hopwoods 

could provide an additional 64 homes if they come forward within the plan period. 

 

 

1.6 Cheddar has a higher proportion of detached houses than both the Somerset and 

national averages.  Future developments could provide more semi-detached and apartment 

family homes to meet the needs of families, small households and downsizing.   
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1.7 Two sites have been identified as being preferred sites for providing employment 

opportunities in the future, helping to keep housing and employment opportunities in balance 

and therefore increasing sustainability and reducing outward movement to seek work. The Yeo 

Valley site and the land west of Cheddar Business Park, where Sainsbury’s had planning 

permission prior to relocating to an existing store within the village are potential employment 

sites. 

 

1.8 The current Local Development Plan, The Core Strategy, is under review the proposals 

are noted and used in this report. 
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2.0 Introduction 
 

 

2.1 This report is the conclusion of three key pieces of work, a whole village housing needs 

assessment survey, a call for sites exercise, and desk top research of sites identified in the 

District Council’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessments (SHLAA).  The conclusions 

drawn here are also informed by the public responses to the Neighbourhood Plan second 

consultation event, which are specifically detailed in a separate document, 2nd Consultation 

Event Report November 2014 (Document 4). 

 

 

2.2 The Sedgemoor District Council SHLAAs dated November 2014 and February 2016 are 

available at www.sedgemoor.gov.uk.  Assessing and proving a local housing need is the key 

deciding factor for development, as Policy P4 of the  SDC Core Strategy only allows for 

development outside and adjacent to the development boundary for ‘exception’ sites, those 

needed to meet a proven local need. 

 

 

2.3 This report is written in alignment with the District Council’s Local Plan called the Core 

Strategy 2011 to 2027.  It is noted that the Core Strategy is under review and that there was a 

Regulation 18 Consultation which closed on January 18th 2016 and an additional consultation run 

from June 27th to August 8th 2016.  The consultation on the new Local Plan to 2032 has been 

taken into consideration throughout this report, although the final content of a new Local Plan 

cannot be known. The Neighbourhood Plan is aligned with the existing Core Strategy.  

 

 

2.4 The additional District Council consultation event in Cheddar on June 30th 2016, showed 

a proposed new development plan for Cheddar and development sites that were being put 

forward.  An exit poll was taken of attendees views regarding the proposals, and full information 

about that poll can be found in the Consultation Statement (Document 7). The proposals in the 

additional consultation have been used to inform this report. 

 

 

2.5 This Report is in two parts. Part A summarises the housing needs work undertaken to 

determine a housing target for Cheddar whilst Part B identifies and summarises all potential 

development sites in Cheddar, those for housing and those best suited for providing 

employment opportunities and securing economic sustainability.  

 

 

2.6 The Steering Group took advice from URS Consultants, planning consultants, and the 

opinion expressed was that if their advice indicated a smaller quantum of need than there was 

suitable land available, then sites should be scored or ranked to indicate which are the preferred 

sites for the development needed, and the remainder either discounted or safeguarded for 

http://www.sedgemoor.gov.uk/
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future use as appropriate.  This report follows that advice and links potential housing need with 

supply of suitable sites. The URS Advice Note can be found in Appendix 1. 

 

 

2.7 The Vision for Cheddar is: 

 

 ‘Cheddar will retain its identity as a village, within an attractive setting of 

 surrounding rural landscape and hamlets. Its distinctive local character will be 

 maintained and enhanced.  Cheddar will be a sustainable place, providing an 

 outstanding quality of life for current and future generations and will continue to 

 be a visitor destination of regional, national and wider significance’. 

 

 

2.8 The Principles behind this Vision are: 

 

 That Cheddar continues to be compact, avoids ribbon development and retains its 

village feel. 

 The openness and beauty of the countryside around the village will be preserved whilst 

retaining Cheddar’s role in enabling a working rural economy. 

 That the village functions as a varied retail, employment and service centre for its 

residents and nearest neighbours. 

 That the village recognises the economic and employment value of Cheddar Gorge and 

Caves and the businesses associated with its unique location. 

 That it provides safe routes for people by improving footpaths and cycle ways and 

controlling the impact of traffic. 

 

 

2.9 Cheddar is situated in the north eastern part of the District and its future growth and 

development is constrained by the topography of the area.  To the north is the scarp slope and 

plateau of the Mendip Hills, all of which is within the parish and designated an Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty. The area consists of three Special Areas of Conservation which 

between them contain 11 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs; the key ones are indicated on 

Map 1).  

 

 

2.10 To the south are Cheddar Moors, a low lying area in Flood Zone 3.  The River Yeo, arising 

from Cheddar Caves is also in Flood Zone 3.  A Cheddar second reservoir has planning permission 

but OFWAT has refused funding.  It is assumed that it will be built in the future to meet the 

demand for water following increased development in the region as a whole.  
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2.11 These natural constraints and the desire expressed in the Vision for Cheddar and the 

underlying Principles to keep the village compact and prevent ribbon development along the 

scarp slope in particular, limit how and where development can take place.   

 

Constraints on Cheddar. 

 
Map 1 

 

 

2.12 The impact of development on the visual outlook from the sensitive sites on the Mendip 

slopes, and along the main roads, is also a key consideration with regards to which sites could be 

best described as ‘preferred sites’ as their visual impact should be the lowest. However Cheddar 

is not only viewed from the Mendips, it is highly visible from the south also.  The village is visible 

from Glastonbury Tor and from a long way south on the A38 especially at night when lighting 

‘spillage’ detracts from the darkness of the Mendip hills, especially on the lower slopes. 

Development should respect these visual impacts over a great distance as well as in the direct 

locality. 
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View west across the reservoir and Moors from the top of Cheddar Gorge

 
 

 

 

Visual Sensitivity Map of Cheddar. (Source AONB Landscape Officer) 

 
Map 2 

 

 

2.13 The sensitivity of visual impact is illustrated in Map 2.  The impact along the main roads 

into and out of the village is especially significant.  Every part of the A371 and B3151 in Cheddar 

is visible from the AONB. The major view shafts from 3 prominent viewpoints are indicated on 

the map. The whole village is visible from two of the points and the map shows clearly that the 

whole parish is visible from the AONB. 
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2.14 The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group undertook a Call for Sites exercise in 2013.  It 

was important to know which potential development sites were or could become available so 

that a second consultation event could be arranged to ask Cheddar residents for their preferred 

sites as and when development took place, which would help inform the preferred site options 

for this Neighbourhood Plan. 

 

 

2.15 The Steering Group undertook desk top research and used the Sedgemoor District 

Council’s Strategic Housing Land Available Assessment (SHLAA) undertaken in 2009 and updated 

in November 2014. Each potential development site identified from the call for sites and SHLAA 

research has been assessed using the criteria on the SDC sites assessment pro forma, 

supplemented by field work and local knowledge.  The sites assessment sheets are the Call for 

Sites Database (Document 5), produced as a separate document for ease of use.  

 

 

2.16 In 2015 Sedgemoor District Council undertook a consultation for adjustments to the 

Cheddar development boundary.  The suggested boundary changes were minor adjustments in 

order to mostly reflect garden boundaries and changes for accuracy. A Regulation 18 

consultation has been undertaken to the boundary for a new Local Plan, and in this review 

recent development to the west has been included.   See Map 3 

 

 

2.17 With regards to the Neighbourhood Plan, the boundary change proposals in the review 

have little impact, as the sites under consideration remain either within, or outside, the 

development boundary as it exists and also as proposed. 

 

 

2.18 This call for sites work has been carried out to help inform the Neighbourhood Plan and 

the preferred option sites that have been put forward as Neighbourhood Plan policies. 
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Proposed Local Plan Review Changes to Development Boundary. 

Key: Current boundary in black, proposed in purple

 
Map 3 
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PART A 

3.0 Housing Target – Introduction 

 
 

3.1 National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) concedes that establishing housing need is 

not an exact science and no single approach will provide a definitive answer.  As a consequence a 

series of pieces of work and desktop research have been undertaken to arrive at a housing target 

considered appropriate to put forward as Neighbourhood Plan Policy. 

 

 

3.2 The current Core Strategy to 2027 states as the 17 Key Rural Settlements (KRSs) of which 

Cheddar is one, should take 1260 (excluding local housing priority sites as defined in policy P4) 

new homes during the plan period 2006 to 2027.  This amount is not allocated in any way and so 

there is no specific housing target for Cheddar. The Steering Group needed to establish a robust 

affordable housing requirement as a starting point, as the SDC Core Strategy states that sites 

must provide a proportion of affordable housing on each site built.   

 

 

3.3 Since 2011 100 affordable homes have been built outside the Cheddar development 

boundary under SDC Policy D6, which allows for exception sites to be developed to meet local 

need.  The Helliers Lane development consists of 77 homes, 34 of them rented, 22 shared 

ownership and 21 low cost home ownership units. The Sharpham Road development is all 

socially rented housing.  Both sites are covered by S106 agreements. The Helliers Lane homes 

were occupied between September and November 2011, and the Sharpham Road ones in 

December 2015. 

 

 

3.4 The S106 agreements (précised) for these two sites, state that,  houses should go to 

those in need of such accommodation (in cascading order of priority) who: 

 

 Have immediately prior to having a house allocated have been resident in Cheddar for 5 

years. 

 Have a strong local connection with the parish a) has immediate 1 generation up or 1 

down family association who have lived in village for 3 years or b) has any significant 

past periods of residence in the parish of at least 1 year or c) 1 generation up or down 

has a member of the household in permanent employment in the parish.  

 If not then: to Shipham, Priddy, Draycott, Wedmore, and Axbridge as above in the same 

cascading order of criteria. 
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3.5 With 100 affordable homes having been built and occupied to meet local housing need, 

the concern is that Policy P4 could be overused and allow market housing to use the ‘affordable 

housing’ ‘rule’ outside the development boundary, as the way of accessing such sites.   

The role and function of Cheddar is not to provide affordable housing for the whole of the north 

eastern part of the District. It has been defined as a Key Rural Settlement (KRS) along with 16 

other settlements under Spatial Strategy Policy S1.  The definition of a KRS is that it offers the 

greatest opportunity for appropriate sustainable development.  Our nearest neighbours 

Axbridge and Wedmore are also defined as KRSs as they too provide for the ‘day to day needs of 

rural communities’.  Both have an affordable housing need of their own.   

 

 

3.6 On March 21st 2016 a new document, Role and Function – Review of our settlements 

services and facilities, dated September 2015 was published.  This document shows Cheddar no 

longer as a Key Rural Settlement but as a Tier One settlement.  The first Regulation 18 

Consultation for reviewing the Core Strategy closed on January 18th 2016 and an additional 

consultation ran from June 30th to August 8th. There was no specific questionnaire associated 

with this second consultation and SDC officers were required to take verbal feedback or make 

notes. An exit poll at the additional consultation event on June 30th was undertaken to inform 

the Neighbourhood Plan and the results can be found in the Consultation Statement. 

 

 

3.7 The Regulation 18 consultation was also about possible housing numbers and potential 

development sites, all of which were outside the development boundary.  The map showing the 

potential sites did not indicate the development boundary.  As a new Local Plan is some way off, 

this Neighbourhood Plan report on housing needs and sites continues to refer to Cheddar as 

being a Key Rural Settlement, as defined in the adopted Core Strategy.   

 

 

3.8 The Core Strategy does not apportion the 1260 housing target for the 17 Key Rural 

Settlements, but if it were equally divided then Cheddar would expect to receive 74 new homes 

within the plan period to 2027. Excluding the 100 affordable homes already built, another 121 

new dwellings have been built or converted since the start of the drafting of the Core Strategy, 

taken from January 2006 to October 2015. Extant plans plus those currently under consideration 

account for a further 285 new dwellings in the planning system that are likely to come forward 

on both inside and outside boundary sites. All residential planning applications are listed in 

Appendix 2 of About Cheddar (Document 1). 

 

 

3.9 Due to a lack of available data from the local authority, the Steering Group conducted its 

own housing needs assessment to ascertain local affordable housing need. It also commissioned 

advice from URS (see Appendix 2) with the assistance of Planning Aid England who was offering 

the Group support.  The aim was to receive independent professional comment on our housing 

need, both affordable and open market. 
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3.10 NPPG guidance states that the assessment of development needs should be an objective 

assessment based on facts and unbiased evidence.  Plan makers should not apply constraints to 

the overall assessment of need, such as limitations imposed by the supply of land for 

development, historic under performance, viability, infrastructure or environmental constraints. 

The Steering Group have used the URS consultants advice note, its own research plus SDC’s own 

available material to inform this document, and are conscious of the above guidance and believe 

this report adheres to that.  
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4.0  Housing Needs Assessment conducted by Steering Group 
 

 

4.1 It has proved difficult to arrive at robust housing need figures for Cheddar, as when the 

Steering Group asked the Affordable Housing Team at SDC for data there was none available.   

Following a request in November 2012 for the number of households in local need, the 

Affordable Housing Team interrogated the Choice Based Letting register (the waiting list) and 

performed a ‘mini survey’ of the 177 households on the CBL register.  An officer telephoned 

each of the households that had stated a preference for a home in Cheddar.  

 

 

4.2         The response to the request for data arrived some 9 months later in July 2013 as a 

verbal report that 57 applicants had responded to the ‘mini survey’ indicating a preference to 

live in Cheddar.  

 

 

4.3         In February 2016 an update briefing document was produced as evidence to support a 

specific planning application.  This was called ‘Cheddar Parish “Mini” Housing Needs Assessment 

Review of November 2014 Report’. This was a  review of the 2012 telephone survey.  It stated 

that the 2012 ‘mini’ survey was ‘no less a valid survey following the same rigorous methodology 

and assessment criteria as used when carrying out a traditional ‘full’ parish wide HNA’.  

 

 

4.4 The February 2016 review of the 2014 mini survey, of the 2012 data, stated that 

41 affordable homes were required in November 2014. By December 2015, 23 affordable homes 

had been built and occupied at Sharpham Road.  SDC stated that only 3 of the 41 families 

specifically requesting a home in Cheddar were allocated a Sharpham Road home and that 38 

remained in need of an affordable home.   

 

 

4.5 It would seem that either the ‘wrong’ mix of homes was built to meet the identified 

need or the assessment of ‘local need’ was such that Cheddar residents were somehow not 

given priority.  

 

 

4.6 In light of the lack of any robust housing needs data in July 2013 on the actual ‘local 

need’ for housing within Cheddar, (as opposed to a desire to live in Cheddar), the Steering Group 

conducted its own specific housing needs survey.  The survey used the same methodology and 

survey material as that used by SDC in other areas of the district when it has conducted such a 

survey.  
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4.7 It was decided to leaflet every household within the Cheddar BS27 postcode area, 

delivered by Royal Mail, advising them that we were conducting a housing needs assessment.  

Additional advertising was carried out through press releases to the local paper, the local radio 

station, and through social media to attract the difficult to reach younger generation. The period 

for collecting the data was from 15th August 2013 through to the 18th November 2013 a period 

of 15 weeks. The date and period of the survey was chosen to ensure that people away on 

holiday or out of the area would be included. The survey was offered either in paper form or via 

an online portal through www.cheddarplan.co.uk 

 

4.8 The numbers registering were monitored daily, to ensure that we received as many 

responses as possible. The period was extended from the initially advertised period, as 

registrations were still occurring at the closing date, and it was considered very important to 

capture all in need. The use of the web-based system to carry out the survey enabled people 

that were in other areas of the country, or even abroad to take part in the survey without 

prejudice.  A commercial Survey package (BFSurvey Plus from Australian company Tamlyn 

Software) was utilised, as it allowed secure handling of personal data without it having to reside 

on the web, in compliance with the upcoming new legislation. 

 

4.9 The assessment took the form of a single survey, no follow-up questions or interviews 

were conducted, although applicants had been requested to provide their e-mail addresses and 

telephone numbers. The survey included an additional question, to the questionnaire used by 

Sedgemoor for such surveys, asking if any additional persons were known to have a housing 

need that may not have been contacted within the initial mail shot. This yielded one named 

person, who was contacted but failed to respond or complete a questionnaire. 

 

 

4.10 The outcome of the housing needs survey was: 

 

 There were 77 responses. 

 12 households stated they had a housing need. 

 Of these two had been in Cheddar for less than 1 year having previously resided in 

North Somerset, and Reigate/Banstead areas. 

 One requested Residential Care housing. 

 One requested Housing with support services. 

 Two requested housing on the ground floor. 

 Two stated they would buy on the open market.  

 Four would prefer to buy as a shared equity with the local authority or housing 

association. 

 One would prefer to rent from the private sector. 

 

http://www.cheddarplan.co.uk/
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4.11 Two responders stated they would buy on the open market, these were removed from 

the affordable housing need numbers. This left a total need for affordable homes of 10 units.  

 

4.12 The stated room requirements for each of the acknowledged ‘in need’ respondents are 

shown in Table 1. 

 

Affordable Housing Need for Cheddar 

One Bedroom Two Bedroom Three Bedroom 

3 Homes 5 Homes 2 Homes 

 

 

4.13 The conclusions are that the residents of Cheddar have a requirement for ten affordable 

homes, of which two should be of an affordable sheltered accommodation/residential care type 

unit. Two further responders had requested ground floor or bungalow accommodation. 

 

4.14 The Housing Needs Assessment conducted by the Steering Group was in accordance 

with the SDC methodology.  To confirm the survey was robust the results have been compared 

with recent surveys (2008 to 2015) conducted in other Key Rural Settlements, either directly by 

SDC or the Communities Council in conjunction with each respective Parish Council. See Table 2. 

 

4.15 The response rate for the Cheddar Housing needs survey was 77, which appears to be 

above the average of other KRS’s with the exception of Mark, which took a more ‘hands on’ 

approach to collecting date.  It is even higher than the 57 responses SDC achieved when they 

specifically contacted the 177 people on the CBL ‘waiting list’ for the ‘mini survey’. 

 

4.16 The identified need of 10 affordable homes was in line with other surveys, even though 

it followed the occupation of 77 affordable homes at Helliers Lane. This could indicate that in 

less than a year the Helliers Lane development had housed people from the widest definition of 

a ‘local’ area, as 10 households being in need was the proportion one would expect if there had 

been no provision made.  Table 2 also shows the number of affordable homes known to have 

been built since 2010. 
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Housing Needs Assessments undertaken since 2008 in Key Rural Settlements. 

(Source SDC 2014 and the appropriate Town and Parish Clerks March 2016) 

 

Place Survey Date Survey 

Instigator 

Responses Required Need Provided 

Post 2010 

Ashcott November 

2013 

SDC 15 10 0 

Axbridge October 2015 SDC 41 25 0 

Berrow September 

2010 

PC Com 

Council 

? ? 0 

Brent Knoll June 2013 SDC 8 8 0 

Cannington July 2014 SDC 20 14 0 

Cheddar  January 2014 NP group 77 10 100 

East Huntspill October 2008 PC Com 

Council 

8 8 19 

Lympsham May 2008 Com Council 6 4 0 

Mark March 2014 SDC 118 10 0 

Nether Stowey March 2009 PC Com 

Council 

23 23 20 

Nth Petherton July 2014 SDC 37 33 ? 

Pawlett August 2011 PC Com 

Council 

12 12 ? 

Puriton June 2015 SDC 72 29 49 

Wedmore January 2014 SDC 31 14 0 

*Wembdon     48 

Westonzoyland ? ? ? ? 3 

Woolavington July 2014 SDC ? ? 16 

 

*Wembdon, SDC Core Strategy Policy S1, although identified as a KRS this is part of the larger 

urban area of Bridgwater. 
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5.0 Housing Needs Assessment based on Advice from URS 
 
 

5.1 Using different methodologies URS calculated a series of housing target figures. For total 

housing need the simplest method was to contact SDC and ask what the residual housing target 

was for the KRSs part way through the plan term. The URS consultant calculated that between 

them the 17 KRSs had a residual need of 395 houses between 2014 and 2027.  In proportion to 

the KRS populations, Cheddar’s residual housing target would be just 57 dwellings in that time 

frame.  

 

 

5.2 Using historical data as a guide to future development was another method used to give 

guidance on a housing target for Cheddar.  

 

 

5.3 Historically Cheddar has grown from 2292 dwellings using 2001 census data to 2543 

using 2011 data, an increase of 251 dwellings in a decade.  Whilst historic development is not an 

absolute guide to future development it is, in the absence of a Core Strategy housing  target, a 

good guide to the pace of growth which a settlement has previously accommodated. 

 

 

5.4 These two figures of 57 and 251 each provide some simplistic statistical data to 

determine a possible housing target however they do not take into account population growth. 

 

 

5.5 The NPPG recommends that household projections should be used in the assessment of 

housing need.  The household numbers projected for Sedgemoor in 2021 is 54,000.  Projecting 

this forward to 2027 the figure becomes 57,426, thus indicating the formation of 7,426 new 

households across Sedgemoor between 2014 -2027. Cheddar represents 5.02% of the total 

households in Sedgemoor using 2011 census data. With 0.963 households per dwelling this 

would translate into a requirement for 359 new dwellings in Cheddar by 2027. 

In order to determine an overall housing target for Cheddar, URS took the projected forward 

figure of 359 homes and added Cheddar’s portion of the residual KRS need of 57 and 

determined the total by adding them together, then the midpoint was arrived at by dividing by 

two. This equates to a housing target of 208 additional households being the planned target for 

Cheddar between 2014 and 2027.  

 

 

5.6 The figure of 208 is regarded as a realistic overall figure but there is uncertainty about 

the affordable housing target as a proportion of the overall housing target. 
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5.7 URS report that determining affordable housing need is difficult as Sedgemoor’s policy 

of determining its affordability target is effectively on a site by site basis.  URS conclude that as 

Sedgemoor’s development management team will continue to determine affordable housing 

proportion within the parish on a site by site basis even after the Neighbourhood Plan is 

adopted, the Neighbourhood Plan need not formulate an affordable housing policy of its own. 

However the Neighbourhood Plan does have to have an affordable housing target in order to 

determine how many sites would need to be developed to meet local need in the plan period to 

2027.  

 

 

5.8 Core Strategy Policy P4 states that out of boundary development sites adjacent to the 

boundary can be developed to meet local need as exception sites, those that would otherwise 

not be released for development.  The concern is that all the identified sites outside the 

development boundary could use this policy and that ‘exception’ will mean nothing.  As 

developers are required to build affordable housing into their development as a proportion of 

dwellings then having an affordable housing target is essential to determine how many sites 

could be developed to meet a robustly identified local need. 

 

 

5.9 Sedgemoor’s policy on affordable housing is that from 2016 all sites of 10+ dwellings 

should designate 30% of the development as affordable housing. Unless the site is a Policy P4 

site, which should yield 40% affordable housing on sites over 10+ dwellings. 

 

 

5.10 URS noted that the Steering Group’s housing needs survey was representative of the 

parish as a whole and the *9 households identified as being in need of an affordable home is 

11.69% of the 77 responders.  Cheddar Parish had 2449 households in the 2011 census, 11.69% 

of that figure is 286 households.  However this is a gross figure, if all the households were added 

to the Sedgemoor housing waiting list (and many, if not most, of them may be on the waiting list 

already) they would be classified as ‘emergency’ gold’ ‘silver’ and ‘bronze’. It is standard practice 

to discount the ‘bronze’ category as ‘housing waiting lists tend to overestimate demand as 

households put themselves forward when their level of ‘need’ for affordable housing is not 

actually that great. For example, households may put themselves forward for inclusion as a form 

of insurance in case of their circumstances changing and are therefore clearly not currently in 

‘need’ in a priority sense.’  (GVA Grimley’s 2011 SHMA for Leeds City but applies equally to 

housing needs assessment elsewhere). 

 
*minor error in earlier communication, should read 10, however not a material difference in the point being made. 
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5.11 This is also the  approach of the Sedgemoor Strategic Housing Market Assessment 

Update 2014 (SHMAU): it states that if all households in housing need were to be provided with 

an affordable home, it would be significantly above likely (or realistic) levels of affordable 

housing delivery. 
 

5.12 A route to establishing local affordable housing need undertaken by URS was based on 

the Strategic Housing Market Assessment Update – March 2014 commissioned by SDC. The 

number of households in unsuitable housing in Sedgemoor as a whole was estimated to be 

1056. Around 71% of the 1056 households were estimated to be likely to have insufficient 

income to afford market housing and so the total backlog need was reduced to 749 households 

in Sedgemoor. 

 

 

5.13 The SHMAU does not refer directly to Cheddar, it uses the context of the North East 

Rural sub-area, called Axevale, which consists of Wedmore, Mark, Axbridge and the Cheddar and 

Shipham wards.  As a proportion of the Sedgemoor total the backlog need for all of the North 

East subarea is 65. 

 

 

5.14 The SHMAU then calculates the newly arising need that is the estimated level of housing 

need from newly forming households, which was determined to be 296 households in the NE 

sub area  2013 – 2018, (in other words households not currently on the waiting list). Adding the 

backlog need, the need from newly forming households and existing households falling into 

need and deducting the supply of affordable housing creates an affordable housing need in the 

NE sub area of 322, between all of the wards. 

The total number of households in the NE sub area is 6539, 37.42% of which are in Cheddar.   

On this basis Cheddar’s net affordable housing need 2013 – 2018 is 37.42% of 322 = 120 

households.  

 

 

5.15 The URS advice note points out that there is a significant disconnect between the Core 

Strategy and the national household projections on the one hand and the stated affordable 

housing need on the other.  The affordable housing need appears to be far greater, even after it 

has been discounted according to standard housing assessment practice, than the figure of 

which it should in theory form a proportion of (i.e. market as well as affordable).  For example 

the 120 households stated as being in need of affordable housing 2013 -2018, translates into an 

average annual requirement of 24 affordable households per year.  Projecting forward affordable 

housing need on this basis 2014-2027 gives (24 x13 years) =312 households in need of affordable 

housing over the remainder of the plan period.   The figure 312 significantly exceeds the ‘total’ 

housing need of 208 over the same period, whereas one would normally expect to find 

affordable housing need as a proportion of the overall total. 
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5.16 Even if the absolute highest estimate of total need for Cheddar were applied, namely 

359 households based on Cheddar’s portion of the DCLG household projection, the 312 houses 

in need of affordable housing would still form 87% of housing need, which is far in excess of the 

Core Strategy affordable housing parameters of 15 -40% and would also render most housing 

development unviable. 

 

 

5.17 High levels of affordable housing need can be used as the rationale behind the use of 

exception sites both in Sedgemoor and elsewhere.  NPPF paragraph 17 makes it clear that all 

housing need must be provided for. NPPF paragraph 54 allows for the use of exception sites to 

reflect local needs, particularly for affordable housing. 

 

 

5.18 URS state that their advice note has uncovered a lack of clarity in terms of Cheddar’s 

affordable housing waiting list and how it relates to the overall housing need, at the moment the 

affordable housing need from the waiting list alone appears to exceed overall need, whether 

based on the core strategy or on DCLG projections. The discrepancy between the two figures at 

present suggests it would not be realistic or desirable to meet all the stated affordable need 

through exception sites, as they would risk no longer being exceptions. 

 

 

5.19 It has proved very difficult to arrive at a robust housing need for Cheddar despite using 

several sources and commissioning professional advice from URS.  It is important to establish 

this as developers will use the need to build affordable homes as the reason to put forward plans 

for sites that should be ‘exceptional’ but will not be if all of them are developed, and this 

becomes the norm. 

 

 

5.20 The SDC ‘mini’ housing needs survey concluded that 41 households were looking for 

affordable housing in Cheddar, all of whom had some form of Cheddar connection.  The report 

said that the figures did not include the 23 affordable homes which were built but not yet 

allocated at Sharpham Road (these units were allocated November 2015). In the end only 3 

families out of the 41 had a house allocated.  There were also a further 10 respondents with an 

unmet housing need with an 18 months to 4 year connection to Cheddar.  

 

 

5.21 The SDC figures above conclude that there were 41 + 10 people with a local connection 

waiting for affordable housing, and since then the 23 Sharpham Road houses have been 

occupied. That would give an unmet need of 28 affordable homes using this mini survey.  
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5.22 SDC asserts that: “Cheddar provides important services to residents living in 

neighbouring parishes. One function could include the provision of affordable housing. Many of 

the neighbouring parishes may not have the planning policies nor access to the requisite public 

funds to bring forward new affordable homes in their own parish. Residents seeking affordable 

homes in these parishes are likely to look to Cheddar for a solution.”  This conclusion has been 

arrived at perhaps because Cheddar, unlike its neighbours has had new affordable housing built.  

In fact 100 units have been built since 2012.  

 

 

5.23 The assertion that Cheddar should take all affordable housing need, would put pressure 

upon Cheddar to accept having greenfield sites developed whilst simultaneously denying 

residents in other villages from having a home where they currently live or may wish to live. This 

will skew the age demographic for every village within the area, with the potential for 

communities to lose their young, as they are forced to move into accommodation in places 

other than where they grew up and have existing support networks.  

 

 

5.24 Our neighbouring KRSs share the overall planning policies of the Core Strategy so there 

is no requirement for them to have ‘their own planning policies’ and there are no parishes with 

the ‘requisite public funds to bring forward new affordable homes’ in any parish.  The District 

Council is currently consulting on classifying Cheddar as a Tier 1 settlement above its 

neighbouring villages, which will continue to be identified as some form of  KRSs.  As no parish 

has access to public funding for affordable housing or planning policies unique to them, the 

argument that these are the reasons only Cheddar must take affordable housing is not sound.  

In future all affordable housing is likely to be just a proportion of a larger privately developed 

scheme and the greenfield sites around Cheddar will all be built on if this assertion is accepted. 

 

 

5.25 In considering the figures presented by SDC in their mini-HNA, there is little to suggest 

that the figures are robust, as the method behind their determination fails to meet nationally 

accepted methods for the determination of housing need.  
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6.0 Housing Target – Result of Consultation 
 

 

6.1 Whilst the actual housing target and site consultation is covered in detail in a separate 

document ‘2nd Consultation Report November 2014’ (Document 4) the key results of it are 

recorded here and the preferred development sites have been covered in Part B of this report. 

 

 

6.2 In order to gauge public opinion on the amount of potential development Cheddar 

might expect up to 2027, a range of options drawn from the figures above and other research 

were presented.  The reason for not having a ‘zero’ option was explained on the survey and 

associated display boards i.e. that there would be some building in the time frame so zero could 

not be a viable option.  The URS figure of 208 was highlighted and put in the range of 200 to 300. 

A controversial move as it would imply the Steering Group was encouraging up to 300 new 

houses to be built.  However a plan up to 2027 could not ignore such a possibility as the number 

of extant plans and potential reapplications that could come forward could reach close to 300. 

 

 

6.3 The overwhelming response was that Cheddar should expect to take between 200 and 

300 houses within the plan period. 
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7.0 Housing Target – Conclusion 
 

 

7.1 The Strategic Housing Market Assessment Update March 2014 broadly summarises that 

the housing requirement for Sedgemoor as a whole is that the following house requirement 

would meet housing needs: 

 

 1 bedroom - 6%. 

 2 bedroom - 35%. 

 3 bedroom - 36%. 

 4+ bedroom - 24%. 

 

 

7.2 Cheddar is in a section of the District called the North East sub area and the defining 

housing criteria for the sub area can be summarised as having: 

 

 The highest proportion of detached housing -57.6%. 

 The second lowest proportion of flats – 9.1%. 

 The highest average housing values based on council tax banding. 

 The second lowest vacancy rates -4.15. 

 The lowest percentage of over-crowding – 1.4%. 

 The highest rate of under occupation – 53.7%. 

 The highest average annual incomes  -median £27,412, mean £36,040. 

 The highest lower quartile house purchase price - £209,000. 

 The highest lower quartile private rents -£550. 

 

 

7.3 This list indicates the relative differences between the North East sub area and the rest 

of Sedgemoor. This informs the Neighbourhood Plan in that it confirms the NE sub area is a 

desirable location to live and where residents can afford higher house prices. However there are 

variations within the sub area and the data below is indicative of this. 

 

 

7.4 Data from Rightmove (July 2016) indicates that Cheddar in particular has: 

 

 An average sale price for all house types of £257,657. 

 This is lower than neighbouring Axbridge which has an overall average house price of 

£290,979. 

 Both of these are lower than neighbouring Wedmore with an overall average house 

price of £431,797. 

 Sold house prices in Cheddar were up 5% on the previous year and similar to the 2013 

level of £251,720. 
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7.5 Whilst Cheddar is a desirable place to live it is not the most expensive of the three 

neighbouring villages.  The affordable housing need for both Axbridge and Wedmore has not 

been met whilst Cheddar has planned for, and built a very high number (100) affordable housing 

units in order to offer a wide range of housing for its residents. 

 

 

7.6 Being a rural settlement Cheddar has little terraced housing associated with 

industrialisation as urban areas are more likely to have.  Terraced housing here comprises very 

old cottages, some Victorian villas or some terraces on recent developments.  Terraced housing 

accounts for just 11% of the total housing. The market price is indicated below for such housing. 

 

 

7.7 For a rural community Cheddar has virtually the same proportion of purposes built flats 

(9.9%), as in Somerset as a whole, at 9.2%. There are fewer flats as the result of conversions than 

the county as a whole, however 1 and 2 bed flats are available at similar prices for the same 

quality as other places in Somerset, including the urban and ‘cheaper’ area of Bridgwater. 

 

 

7.8 As an example the figures below are taken from Rightmove and show the prices of some 

of the completed sales in Cheddar in March 2016:  

 

 1 x 2 bed terraced (retirement restriction) £128,000. 

 1 x 5 bed detached £410,000. 

 1 x 3 bed semi-detached £230,000. 

 1 x 2 bed flat (leasehold) £169,000. 

 1 x 2 bed flat £108,000. 

 1 x 2 bed flat £121,000. 

 1 x 4 bed terrace £272,500. 

 1 x 4 bed semi-detached £262,000. 

 

 

7.9 Planners and developers will need to consider the above information when determining 

which plans best suit the needs of the village, as sales prices are indicative of the demand for 

particular types of housing.  Prices are not exceptionally high for Cheddar despite the argument 

that there is an exceptional need for a lot of extra affordable housing here, a need that is broadly 

reflective of the housing market as a whole.  The demand for affordable and first time buyer 

housing is a national one. The Neighbourhood Plan for Cheddar is not advocating that out of 

development boundary ‘exception sites’ should be developed to address an affordable housing 

need for the North East sub district, rather that each of the neighbouring villages should address 

their affordable housing needs. Both Wedmore and Axbridge are working on producing their 

own Neighbourhood Plans which would be expected to address local housing need. 
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7.10 The high rate of under occupation may be indicative of the ageing population of the 

village and it could be ‘hiding’ a need for smaller housing for people to down size into. 

 

 

7.11 It should be noted that a 37 bed dementia care home has been built recently, replacing a 

less suitable building.  Attached to this are 22 flats for people who are dependent on having 

some help with their daily needs and 11 other purpose built, quality sheltered flats for the open 

market, some of which are still unsold after 2 years. 

 

 

7.12 Cheddar does offer specific retirement/sheltered housing. Specialist places include;  

 

 Cheddar Court, with 56 flats both 1 & 2 bed and resident management staff. These are 

leasehold units for sale. 

 Penn Close, 35 flats and bungalows both 1 & 2 bed offering visiting support and many 

social facilities.  These are rented from social landlord and SDC. 

 The Homestead, 36 flats studio, 1 and 2 beds. Resident management staff. These are 

rented (social landlord). 

 Wellington Place, 29 flats and 1 house.   Both 1 & 2 bed. Support from visiting staff. 

Rented (social landlord and SDC). 

 

 

7.13 The housing requirement for Cheddar can best be summed up as following the national 

trend.  The Neighbourhood Plan includes further development to meet demand.   That demand 

is best met by using within boundary sites primarily, some of which have extant plans and to use 

as few as possible outside boundary sites to meet specific proven local need.  The vision for 

Cheddar is that it remains compact and not linked by ribbon development to its neighbours, to 

achieve this outside development boundary building should be very restricted. 

 

7.14 It can be seen that there is a range of figures in this report which all identify a housing 

need for Cheddar.  We have a range from 57 to 395 in total from various sources and projections. 

 

7.15 The Neighbourhood Plan policy that has emerged from this work is that the affordable 

housing target for Cheddar is currently in the range of 10 to 28 units. We will review affordable 

housing needs requirement every 5 years. 

 

7.16 For market housing the conclusion of this work is that the number of new houses in total 

for Cheddar to the end of the plan should be in the range 200 to 300 (2011 – 2027). 
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7.17 This range takes into account the projected forward figure but also the public’s concern 

that the village should not grow by more than 200 - 300 units in the plan period.  It is a 

defensible range based on the final figure provided by URS of a total target figure of 208 and 

accounting for extant permissions and potential renewals. 

 

 

7.18 The latest Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) (September 2016) does not 

allocate housing throughout the Sedgemoor District but offers a housing requirement between 

2011 and 2032 for the district as a whole whilst not accounting for completions to date.   Using 

sound methodology URS have arrived at a range of figures for development specifically in 

Cheddar up to 2027. The range is based on DCLG estimated households carried forward to 2027 

and the in line with NPPG best practice approach where it can be assumed that the proportion 

of the District’s need to be met by Cheddar remains constant.   

 

 

7.19 The SHMA report states (paragraph 19) that the important issue will be for Sedgemoor 

and Mendip to maintain dialogue with the West of England local authorities (in particular Bath 

and North East Somerset and North Somerset).  The draft emerging plan should be viewed in 

light of the duty to cooperate with neighbouring authorities and in the case of Cheddar 

specifically North Somerset and its spatial strategy, as this is a very close neighbour.   
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PART B 

8.0 Potential Development Sites – Introduction 
 

 

8.1 Cheddar has been recognised in the Sedgemoor Core Strategy Spatial Strategy Policy S1 

as one of 17 Key Rural Settlements (KRSs).  The strategy is that these KRSs should provide 12%, 

of the identified number of additional homes and jobs in the District from 2006 to 2027, the 

Core Strategy period (table 3.2 of SDC Core Strategy).  This equates to 1260 houses being built in 

the plan period. Of these 664 (table 3.3 of SDC Core Strategy) were still required in the 2010 to 

2027 period since the publishing of the Core Strategy. Working from this figure URS calculated 

that at September 2014 the outstanding number of houses still to be built was 395 across all the 

KRSs 2014 to 2027. 

 

 

8.2 No distribution criteria is given in the Core Strategy, only the overall housing need of 

1260 for the District and therefore no specific housing figure for Cheddar is indicated. 

 

 

8.3 The Steering Group undertook research of potential development sites both within and 

outside the village development boundary, as Policy P4 of the SDC Core Strategy states: 

 

‘Housing proposals for redevelopment, infill, subdivision and conversion within existing 

settlement boundaries will be supported where appropriate to the scale, design and character of 

the existing community. 

Outside of the settlement boundaries of the identified Key Rural Settlements ….housing proposals 

on sites specifically released for that purpose will be supported where it is demonstrated that it 

meets all of the following: 

 Fulfils an identified local housing need for affordable and market housing as evidenced 

by a Local Housing Needs Assessment …....................’ 

 

 

8.4 The SDC Affordable Housing Officer has informed the Steering Group that there is still a 

great demand for housing in Cheddar as indicated by the choice based letting list. The two 

recent developments consist of 67 affordable rented houses plus 10 affordable (80/20) market 

houses at Helliers Lane, completed in 2012 and 23 affordable homes at Sharpham Road 

occupied in December 2015. A total of 100 affordable homes have been built in Cheddar in the 

last five years, all of them outside the development boundary and using the Policy P4 exception 

as the justification i.e. ‘to meet local need’. 
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8.5 It is appropriate that all potential sites be considered for this Neighbourhood Plan, both 

inside and outside the boundary as the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph 14 

states ‘At the heart of the National Planning policy Framework is “a presumption in favour of 

sustainable development”. It is known  that there is no specific housing target for Cheddar 

determined by the District Council, however the Neighbourhood Plan has a housing target in the 

range 200 to 300 and sites may become available in any chronological order, with inside the 

boundary ones not necessarily becoming available until near the end of the plan period.  

However the Neighbourhood Plan aim is to inform the District Council and potential developers 

so that the village grows in an appropriate and sustainable way. 
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9.0 Call for Sites 
 

 

9.1 The Steering Group undertook desk top research based upon the SDC website’s reports 

on land availability in Cheddar. 

 

 

9.2 Sedgemoor District Council undertook Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessments in 

2009 and 2014 the results of which have informed the Steering Group’s list of potential sites for 

development. The Call for Sites Report covers all of the SHLAA identified sites, be they rejected 

in the original reports or inside or outside the boundary. There is just one exception and that is 

site H296 in the SDC SHLAA identified as land at Graythwaite which was rejected by SDC as being 

below the 5+ dwelling threshold, the Steering Group used the same criteria and excluded this 

site from assessment. The call for sites exercise revealed two sites not found on the SHLAA that 

were again for less than 5 units, they have however been included to confirm the robustness of 

the exercise.  Individual call for sites assessments for every site put forward to SDC or the 

Steering Group can be found in the ‘Call for Sites Database’ (Document 5) which is a separate 

document for ease of use.   

 

 

9.3 A Call for Sites exercise was undertaken by the Steering Group in summer 2013, ending 

on September 30th. 

 

 

9.4 A press release was issued to the local newspaper, The Cheddar Valley Gazette and to 

each of the local free monthly magazines, Home & Local and the Cheddar & Axbridge Paper. A 

poster was also produced and sent with a covering letter to all local estate and land agents (see 

Appendix 1). 

 

 

9.5 The covering letter requested agents to tell their clients of the call for sites exercise and 

it was sent to: 

 

Greenslade Taylor Hunt, High Street, Wells . 

Greenslade Taylor Hunt, High Street, Burnham on Sea. 

Roderick Thomas, Wedmore. 

Saxons, Cheddar. 

Jeanes Holland Burnell, High Street, Wells. 

Cooper & Tanner, Broad Street, Wells. 

CJ Hole, Union Street, Cheddar. 

Kings Estate Agents, Union Street, Cheddar. 

Allen & Harris, Sadler Street, Wells. 

Palmer Snell, Broad Street, Wells. 
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David James, Long Lane, Wrington. 

Debbie Fortune Estate Agents, High Street, Wrington. 

Carter Jonas, Chamberlain Street, Wells. 

A J Morgan, Borough Street, London. 

 

 

9.6 This list covers all the major agencies in and around Cheddar, and the one to AJ Morgan 

was specifically sent as he is the property manager for The Royal British Legion and their club 

house had come on the market as the members relocated to another meeting place. 

 

 

9.7 The following numbers of sites were identified and each was then assessed as a 

potential development site to be included in the Neighbourhood Plan till 2027. 

 

 39 sites identified from SHLAA and call for sites. 

 21 call for site responses received. 

 16 of which were not on the SHLAA. 

 2 opportunity sites were identified that were not on the SHLAA or the result of Call for 

Sites exercise. 

 

 

9.8 Each site was assessed using the same Call for Sites pro forma as used by SDC when the 

District Council conducted the 2009 SHLAA. See Appendix 1. 

 

 

9.9 All the sites were each assessed according to the SDC criteria.  Following the assessment, 

sites were automatically rejected from further consideration for development if:  

 

 The site was in Flood Zone 3. 

 The site was in the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

 

 

9.10 Sites fitting the above criteria were rejected on two basic grounds. 

 

 Core Strategy – Strategic Objective SO1 on addressing the challenges of climate change 

and Strategic Objective SO8 to conserve and enhance natural assets.   

 There were sufficient other sites available to meet local housing need within the plan 

period. 

 

 

9.11 Whilst the SDC Core Strategy does not have a specific housing target for Cheddar the 

potential yield on sites identified in the Call for Sites exercise, that were not rejected under the 

two selection criteria above, if developed, would provide more housing than Cheddar had 
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historically had to meet in such a short time frame . The 39 identified sites that were considered 

for the Neighbourhood Plan would yield in excess of 750 homes in the plan period if allowed to 

be built on.  

 

 
Map 4 
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10.0 2nd Consultation Event Conclusions 
 

 

10.1 A second public consultation event, see separate report for details ‘2nd Consultation 

Report November 2014’ (Document 4), was conducted to gauge opinion on several points but 

especially on potential housing development sites outside the village boundary and on the 

number of houses people would be prepared to see built in Cheddar up to 2027. There were 241 

responses to the consultation from a footfall of 345 persons through the door. 

 

 

10.2 The consultation map did not include two of the sites which the Steering Group had 

rejected immediately and specifically because they were wholly in the AONB or in Flood Zone 3. 

The consultation sites did not include those inside the development boundary because these 

were considered the least controversial and would in fact have the least impact as they were 

relatively small and the resulting yield, even if they were all developed in time, would have the 

least impact on the village.   

 

 

10.3 The inside the boundary sites had very few constraints on them.  They all were close to 

services with good road access.  Development on these sites would be supported so long as the 

plan was appropriate and the layout, density and design were suitable for the site in relation to 

its neighbours. 

 

 

10.4 The outside the boundary sites were mapped out but the consultation was not on each 

site specifically but on their geographical grouping, thereby reducing the options to 5 areas for 

consideration. See Map 4. 

 

 

10.5 The outcome of this consultation was that site A had marginally more votes (Helliers 

Lane) followed sequentially by sites E (Labourham), C (Round Oak Farm), B (Holwell/West of 

Upper New Road) and D (Venns Gate). 

 

 

10.6 The Steering Group studied these results and accepted that the public response would 

need to be taken into consideration but could not be accepted as being the ‘best’ choice when 

all factors were considered.  Site E for example is on the eastern edge of the village, isolated 

from it and would encourage ribbon development along the A371 towards Draycott.  It was easy 

to see that it was a popular second choice for the very reason that any building here would 

cause the least inconvenience to residents simply because it had no neighbouring properties.  It 

would also have been a popular choice because the last big development in Cheddar in the 

1980s was the Draycott Park estate and this could be perceived to be an extension to that, which 
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most people had perhaps been expecting.  There had been talk at the time that Draycott Park 

would be extended, but there are no plans to support this.  

 

 

Map used at 2nd Neighbourhood Plan Consultation event showing sites A to E 

Development Boundary shown in black.  

 

 
Map 5 
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10.7 The public’s preference was Site A at Helliers / Sharpham.  This is also the first choice of 

the Steering Group. It has the least visual impact, tucked away as it is from the main roads into 

the village. It is the closest site to the village centre and has good pedestrian and cycle access to 

the middle of the village via the Strawberry Line. There are highways constraints, not least the 

improvements to the old railway bridge (Five Ways Bridge) over the Strawberry Line, as it has no 

pedestrian footway.  There are plans for improvements here, the visibility splays could be 

improved at the Helliers Lane junction for those not using the Centenary Way exit. Development 

here could lead to pavement improvements with the right S106 agreements. The potential 

improvements to pavements would meet concerns raised during consultation, especially as 

routes in this area all lead to the Sharpham Road playing fields, heavily used by youngsters on 

foot accessing the sports and recreation facilities. 

 

 

10.8 The public’s third choice was Round Oak Farm (Site C) and the Steering Group had this as 

their second choice.  It has good access along the A371 to the village centre.  It is on the eastern 

side of the A371 which does not impact on the Green Wedge the Steering Group proposes to 

make a planning policy. However because it is on the main road into the village any development 

here would have to be mindful of the visual impact such a development would have. Although it 

has a local wildlife site within its boundary good design of the site could take that into account. 

As the site is visible from the AONB, landscaping and tree planting would need to be considered 

in the final plans. Any development along the A371 would have considerable traffic impact.  

Road junction improvements should be considered especially at the junction of Holwell Lane, 

Round Oak Road and the A371.  

 

 

10.9  The public’s and Steering Group’s fourth choice was site B, land west of the A371 which 

can be divided into two parts, land south of Holwell Lane and north of the lane to the parish 

owned allotments. Both sections have been identified as being home to Hazel Dormice.  This 

population  may be regarded as a ‘pioneer’ group which has migrated from the Cheddar Woods 

and Fore Cliffs sites on the Mendip slopes, as dormice will cross roads and open up new habitats.   

The Bloor Homes application for the southern part of Site B has no mitigation regarding the 

displacement of dormice found here. 

 

 

10.10 At the start of the Neighbourhood Plan process the Steering Group, in consultation with 

the Parish Council as a whole, had rejected the southern part of site B as a potential 

development site when approached by Bloor Homes.   Being adjacent to the Council owned 

Sharpham Road Playing Fields it was ‘earmarked’ as being a natural extension to the recreational 

facilities of the Parish.  The Sedgemoor Sports and Recreational Facilities Strategy and Delivery 

Plan 2013 -20 also identified that the village needed further sports pitches and public 

consultation showed a big desire for an all-weather play area, especially for hockey.  However 

despite this need being repeatedly fed into the process, and Bloor Homes own public 
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consultation maps showing this as an extension to the playing fields, the site has been granted 

planning permission for housing and is lost for playing pitch use. 

 

 

10.11 The Parish Council would like to provide more sports facilities and SDC has been in 

consultation with Kings of Wessex Leisure Centre part of the Kings of Wessex (KOW) Academy 

campus regarding this.  However KOW does not currently share any of its outdoor facilities with 

outside clubs.  

 

 

10.12 The whole of site B currently creates a green corridor approach to the village west of the 

A371 and along the Strawberry Line and defines the village boundary. The view of the Axbridge 

reservoir and the open land around it is one of the best views from the high slopes of the AONB. 

The Steering Group intend to write a policy to protect the land, as a Green Wedge connecting all 

the recreational and ‘quiet facilities’ along the western side of the village, and protecting wildlife. 

The Green Wedge would protect hazel dormice and is an important bat corridor and foraging 

zone. 

 

 

10.13 Finally both the public and the Steering Group put site D at Venns Gate as their last 

choice.  The small sites grouped together here are on the edge of the village,  close or touching 

the boundary with the AONB, on a road which is narrow, without pavements and used as part of 

the one-way system for 44 ton quarry lorries.  This is the least sustainable site. The landowners 

have expressed a desire to see minimal development here for a small number of self build 

homes.  This is an attractive proposition, in one respect it gives people access to such plots 

however, the road constraints at this location are considerable and further development on 

Venns Gate is not a desirable proposition. 

 

 

10.14 All potential sites in Cheddar village could have an impact on Greater Horseshoe Bats as 

their roosts and foraging areas extend right across the village.  Roosts are concentrated in the 

caves in Cheddar Gorge, see map 6, however there are roosts in other places and significantly 

along the eastern edge of the village boundary, which is also the AONB boundary.  The site 

indicated in the Sedgemoor Consultation as Site G on Map 7 is wholly in the AONB, and has been 

rejected by the Neighbourhood Plan. It is on a key foraging flight line and by bat roost locations. 

The whole area is likely to be necessary as a juvenile sustenance site. Lesser Horseshoe Bats and 

Pipistrelles forage here. 

 

 

10.15 It is estimated that there are 4000 Greater Horseshoe Bats in England and that 600+ 

over winter at Goughs Cave in Cheddar Gorge.  Protecting them is essential, and this includes 

conserving a dark path for them across the A371 from Labourham Lane to Winchester Farm, as 

that route along the eastern village boundary is the street light free edge of the village.  
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10.17 Although no specific Cheddar Gorge sites have been put forward it is essentially a very 

important habitat and development here will need to be sensitive to the need for darkness along 

the river.  Not only is this a route for Greater Horseshoe Bats but also for Daubentons Bats and 

other species.  Water voles may be found here as the river is free of American mink however 

they prefer it when there is slow flowing water. 

 

 

10.18 Since the 2nd public consultation, planning applications have been submitted for three of 

the sites:  

 

Site A Helliers / Sharpham is identified as CP32 on the call for sites summary report.  

The application (17/15/00096) is for outline planning permission for 67 houses. The 

application has been withdrawn, awaiting further information. 

 

Site B Land to the West of the A371 at Holwell Lane / Upper New Road identified as 

CP08 in the call for sites summary.  Planning application (17/15/00049) for 90 homes on 

the southern portion of the site has been granted. 

 

Site C Round Oak Farm. This is identified as CP06 on the call for sites summary.  This 

has an application in for outline planning (application 17/15/00095) for 110 houses. 
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11.0 Update: Additional SDC Consultation 

plus Parish Exit Poll June 30th 2016 

 

 
11.1 Sedgemoor District Council is currently reviewing the Core Strategy 2006 to 2027.  The 

consultation is for the local development plan 2011 to 2032.  The first consultation was between 

October 2015 and January 2016 and was based on Map 6 and the possibility of all the sites 

yielding 1020 new homes. There was an additional consultation June 27th to August 8th 2016. 

There was a consultation event in Cheddar right at the start on June 30th. As the consultation is 

pertinent to this Preferred Sites Report the following work and its results have been added to 

the previous draft of the document. 

 

 

11.2 Maps 7 and 8 show the sites and potential housing yield which SDC consulted on at the 

Cheddar consultation event on June 30th 2016. This was an additional consultation and the maps 

are different from the one consulted on in the first Reg 18 consultation which closed on January 

18th 2016.  The maps show the sites previously consulted on minus two large sites, G and F and a 

new employment site that Sedgemoor has identified at site I, plus a commercial site in the 

northern part of site B. 

 

 

11.3 It is very important to note that all the sites on these maps, including the one from the 

first consultation, had been identified by the Steering Group in its call for sites exercise and desk 

top research and as a consequence they have been assessed and preferences identified.  The 

arguments for supporting preferred sites further on in this report will contain reference to this 

new consultation by SDC and the proposals that are being put forward. 

 

 

11.4 An exit poll was conducted outside the SDC consultation event on June 30th to gauge 

public opinion on several questions.  The full details can be found in the Consultation Statement 

Document.  In summary the consultation was on a fundamental change to the Spatial Strategy of 

the current Core Strategy.  Cheddar would no longer be regarded as a Key Rural Settlement but 

would be classified above all other villages as a Tier 1 settlement with Burnham on Sea, 

Highbridge and North Petherton.  

 

 

 11.5 The Tier 1 banding was arrived at by assessing the facilities each settlement had to offer, 

infrastructure, economic and sustainability criteria do not appear to have been given much 

weight when arriving at this classification. 
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11.6 The outcome of this strategic change is that Sedgemoor is consulting on Cheddar having 

a housing target which more or less matches the considered deliverable land available outside 

the development boundary.   

 

 

11.7 No inside the development boundary sites have been mentioned in the consultations, 

nor acknowledged as existing.  It is important to note that none of the consultation maps 

provided by SDC actually showed the development boundary, so it was not immediately clear 

that all the sites proposed were outside of boundary. 

 

 

 

SDC map used in Reg 18 consultation Oct 2015 to January 2016, showing sites G & F 

 
Map 6 
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SDC Additional Consultation map June – August 2016 showing sites, potential houses numbers 

and possible infrastructure changes. 

 
Map 7 
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SDC Additional Consultation map June – August 2016, southern part of village potential sites, 

housing numbers and possible infrastructure changes.

 
Map 8 
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11.8 Referring to the Exit Poll taken on 30th June 2016 at the SDC Cheddar Consultation event 

and using the references in Maps 7 and 8 which were displayed, the following preferences were 

expressed (using the SDC site lettering)  

 

 

Site Location 1st Choice Other choice Total 

Site A Yeo Valley Site 24 8 32 

Site B  West of Upper New Road 11 4 15 

Site C Round Oak Farm 11 7 18 

Site D Venns Gate 6 3 9 

Site E North of Helliers Lane 19 8 27 

Site F West of Draycott Park 7 4 11 

Site G AONB east of A371 0 0 0 

Site H The ‘Sainsbury’s’ site west of 

Cheddar Business Park 

31 9 40 

Site I Next to Winchester Farm 7 2 9 

None  18   

No opinion  17   

 

 

 

11.9 Site H, the ‘Sainsbury’s’ site scored the highest in this consultation.  This site had 

planning permission for a Sainsbury store a couple of years ago but it was not built, instead 

Sainsbury took over the mid-sized supermarket in the village.  The site had been designated a 

site for employment since before the current Core Strategy.  It is adjacent to the Cheddar 

Business Park and could be accessed from inside that Park or directly off the B3151.  The 

Steering Group have this land allocated for future business use, as it would keep commercial 

traffic on the west side of the village, keeping most traffic outside the village centre as it 

accessed the A38 and M5. Part of the site is on Flood Zone 3 and the Sainsbury application 

acknowledged that as part of the site being best used for car parking for the store. 

 

 

11.10 This site has been identified by Wessex Water as being in the zone identified by them as 

being in their Odour Consultation Zone due to the close proximity of the Sewage Treatment 

Works.  The operation of a sewage treatment works will generate odours. 

 

11.11 The Yeo Valley site, Site A, scores the next highest in the exit poll.  This is a brown field 

site currently used commercially. Sedgemoor has this mapped as a potential mixed development 

site, for both housing and employment. This site would be an obvious first choice as it is not a 

greenfield site and that is why it would attract votes.  The Steering Group is not proposing that 

this goes forward for housing but remains an employment site in order to increase sustainability 

by offering employment opportunities to an increasing population. This site was not given as a 
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housing option site in the Neighbourhood Planning consultation for the very reason it was 

already commercial and SDC had rejected the site in two previous SHLAAs as being a non 

sustainable site.  Low level lighting here would be critical as this is a bat foraging zone close to 

two maternity roosts to the west.  Office lighting that went off in the early evening as compared 

to all night street lighting for a housing development would be preferred. 

 

 

11.12 Whilst employees could access the convenience store at the local garage this site will 

generate traffic by those wishing to access village facilities especially if it were to become a 

residential site.  Whilst children could walk to school from here it is likely they would be driven 

as the route is not a safe pedestrian route.  There is no safe pedestrian route across the ‘magic 

roundabout’ junction.   The Cheddar Chamber of Commerce report indicates that there is a need 

for purpose built office units and this site would be ideal for that.  

 

 

11.13 Site E, land north of Helliers Lane, gained the second highest number of votes.  This is 

known as site A on the Neighbourhood Plan consultation map. This site came out as the 

preferred site in the Neighbourhood Plan consultation and is a preferred outside development 

boundary site being proposed in this report. 

 

 

11.14 Site C, Round Oak Farm, scored fourth highest, and it is quite close to site B, Land west of 

the A371.  These two sites also identified in the Neighbourhood Plan consultation were also 

third and fourth choices.  However they were the other way round, with Round Oak Farm as 

third highest and Land west of the A371 as fourth highest. 

 

 

11.15 The southern portion of site B has planning permission granted for 90 homes.  The plan 

includes some green space, north of the new homes, which is the species mitigation space and 

also a flood attenuation pond for the development.   

 

 

11.16 The Parish Council had been in discussion for some years with Bloor Homes, who knew 

that the Parish Council intended to extend its Sharpham Road playing fields in that direction. 

SDC had acknowledged the requirement for further sports provision in a sports and playing fields 

gap analysis report. The species mitigation green space in the development is of no use for this 

purpose, it is poorly drained, detached from the other sports pitches and too small to 

accommodate a pitch. 
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11.17 The whole of site B is in the area that the Neighbourhood Plan had intended to be 

designated   a ‘Green Wedge’ maintaining the distinction between countryside and village and 

connecting key recreational and quiet facilities, which from north to south include: 

Agricultural and market garden land 

Upper New Road allotments 

The Strawberry Line Sustrans route 

Sharpham Road playing fields and pavilion, rugby and cricket pitches and Skate Park 

Tennis club 

Play equipment & trim trail 

The parish cemetery 

The privately owned and model boating pond 

And to the west all the walking and bird watching associated with the reservoir and the 

walks, bridleways and bird watching to be associated with the proposed 2nd reservoir. 

 

 

11.18 Despite the southern part of Site B now having planning permission for 90 homes the 

Neighbourhood Plan allocates land to the north of Holwell Lane as Green Wedge to protect the 

and prevent the village merging westwards with Axbridge.  This will also protect bat foraging 

zones directly linked to the SACs and maternity roosts between the Yeo Valley Site and St 

Michaels House in Axbridge. 

 

 

11.19 The Green Wedge will also help protect the hazel dormice found in the whole area but 

which will be displaced from the southern part of the site.  The area will remain dark from the 

A371 southwards to the Bloor development and any future development at Helliers Lane. Both 

developments will interrupt the open countryside which is currently enjoyed west of the A371 

but they are a compromise as they are sustainable sites. 

 

 

11.20 In the northern section of site B the latest SDC consultation document indicates a 

possible commercial area. This was not in the January 2016 consultation and the rational for 

including it is not known.  It follows that as the Neighbourhood Plan has not promoted this site 

then the addition of a commercial centre makes no difference to the fact that that the 

preference is for this northern part of  site B to be Green Wedge. 

 

 

11.21 As the northern part of site B is so far from the village centre it would fail the sequential 

test for further development when other sites are available.  The commercial centre (retail) and 

may be designed to overcome the problem of distance from shopping facilities.  There is a mini 

market in at the petrol station at the junction of the B3151 and the A371, and therefore no 

requirement for another such shop. 
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11.22 Site D, Venns Gate, was the last choice in the Neighbourhood Plan consultation. The 

individual sites were identified in the call for sites exercise and some owners have made it clear 

that they would offer the land for self build opportunities. The land is on the boundary of the 

AONB and is accessed by very narrow roads, one of which is one way as it is so narrow but 

provides access for lorries to one of the quarries. 

 

 

11.23 Site I (Labourham Drove) on the SDC consultation map is indicated as a possible 

commercial site.  The Neighbourhood Plan call for sites exercise identified this as a potential 

housing site.  The site was rejected by the Steering Group for residential use because it was 

difficult to access the village centre from there as the A371 has no pavement and Church Street 

bridge is narrow, on a bend and also has no pavement, making it dangerous to walk across 

especially when HGV traffic approaches.  The site was also rejected in response to the 

consultation results which require that the village remain compact with ribbon development 

discouraged. The Somerset Ecologist has also indicated the importance of the dark corridor from 

the AONB to the low lying moors, and that it should be uninterrupted to allow bats to forage 

down to Cheddar Moor following the rhynes. 

 

 

11.24 The Neighbourhood Plan allocates commercial development sites on the north and 

western side of the village in preference to here at Site I.  Most commercial traffic would not be 

heading eastwards, inland to rural Somerset and on into Wiltshire, it will be heading for the A38 

and access to the M5.  Commercial development that does not require HGV traffic to come 

through the middle of the village but stays on the western margins with access to the Axbridge 

by pass would be considered more sustainable. 
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Summary of residential sites outside 

the development boundary 
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Site  Reason Preference 

Site A 

Land at Helliers 

Lane  

 

CP32  

 

Outline Planning 

Application 

(withdrawn ) 

17/15/00096 

This part of Cheddar has taken the recent 77 affordable 

homes development at Helliers Lane and 23 more at 

nearby Sharpham Road. It is a sustainable site with good 

cycle and pedestrian access to the village centre via the 

Strawberry Line, however Five ways Bridge remains an 

issue for pedestrians until the S106 agreement is 

implemented to improve it.  An outline application 

17/15/00096 for 67 houses, including 27 socially rented 

units, was in the planning system but has not progressed.  

The visual impact of this site is relatively low as it is not on 

a main road into the village. This site could be considered 

along with some smaller (not mapped here) infill sites that 

have arisen as a result of the call for sites exercise and 

which are neighbouring sites. Between them they could 

solve the pavement and road access constraints. Consider 

this with sites CP11, 11a, 12, 13 & 14 in the call for sites 

report 

 

67 houses 

 

40 market 

housing 

 

27 social 

rented 

 

 

Site B 

Land at Holwell 

Lane 

West of Upper 

New Road 

 

CP08 

 

Full planning 

permission 

17/15/0009 

This whole site is regarded by the Steering Group to be an 

area that should be considered as a green wedge 

separating Cheddar from Axbridge and a corridor which 

connects all the quiet and recreational uses of the land 

from the allotments in the north to the proposed second 

reservoir in the south. The southern portion of the site 

has recent planning for 90 dwellings on land the NP would 

like to have had reserved as extra sports land attached to 

the parish Council owned Sharpham Road recreation 

grounds. The need for further sports facilities is 

acknowledged in the SDC report: Sedgemoor Sports and 

Recreation Facilities Strategy and Delivery Plan 2013-

2027. The only improved infrastructure associated with 

this plan is a zebra crossing on the A371, and not 

improved access on to the site from the busy A371. The 

northern part of the site from Holwell Lane to the 

allotments is not a preferred development site and should 

be left as a Green Wedge. This would improve the view 

from the AONB and keep the village compact whilst 

preventing ribbon development. The northern portion of 

this site would fail a sequential test as the Helliers Lane 

site is closer.  This area provides a habitat for hazel 

dormice and is a key bat foraging zone in a dark area 

south and east of three maternity roosts.  

 

90 houses  

 

54 market 

housing 

 

36 

intermediate 
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Site C 

Round Oak Farm 

 

CP06 

 

Outline planning 

application 

 

17/15/00095 

This site has an outline planning application 17/15/00095 

for 110 houses, all indicated as market housing. However 

it must be assumed that 40% would need to be affordable 

in order to meet the ‘exception site’ P4 policy. The site, 

whilst outside the development boundary is nevertheless 

on the eastern side of the A371 and is connected to the 

village via that road and the Axbridge Road.  It is also on 

the side of the road not regarded as being at the heart of 

the policy to have a Green Wedge between Cheddar and 

Axbridge consisting of agricultural and recreational land.  

There is a site of local wildlife interest and the outline 

plan, as submitted, recognises that this corner of the field 

is a sensitive site with unimproved grassland and 

wildflowers.  Also Holwell Rye stream rises here and the 

site plan is designed to make the stream a feature of the 

development landscape in what appears to be a 

sympathetic way. Whilst there are concerns about adding 

more traffic to the A371 if the site layout and entrance are 

suitably designed this site could be considered. 

110 houses 

 

110 all market 

housing 

Site D 

Venns Gate Group 

 

CP 02,04, CP05, 

CP09, CP10 

There are several landowners who have responded to the 

call for sites exercise and/or are recorded on the SHLAA 

records. The group of neighbouring sites are all on the 

edge of the village and this is not a sustainable area to 

develop, being too far from village facilities and on very 

narrow and dangerous roads with no pavements.  This 

would be the least likely development area with such poor 

pedestrian and cycle access new development here would 

be car dependent. The possibility of using some land for 

self build could be considered. 

 

Site E 

Labourham Corner  

CP15, CP16 

Whilst this was considered a good choice by the 

consultation respondents the Steering Group would not 

put it forward.  It was the ‘good choice’ simply because it 

was on the edge of the village and isolated from other 

houses, making it the place which would cause the least 

disturbance to anyone during the build phase. Also when 

Draycott Park was built there was an assumption that 

there would be further development somewhere near it.   

However it would extend the village along the A371 

eastwards and would not meet two of the overriding 

criteria in the vision for Cheddar to a) prevent ribbon 

development and b) keep the village compact. The SDC 

additional consultation indicates this as a potential 

commercial site.  This would increase heavy traffic 
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through the village on route to the A38 & M5. For either 

housing or commerce this site is not suitable as it is the 

‘green entrance’ to the village from the east and on a key 

bat foraging route. 

Total potential 

yield from 

preferred sites 

shown in 

green/amber  

 

 

 

177 houses  
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13.0 Summary of residential sites inside development boundary 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Site Reason Preference 

Steart Bushes 

 

CP21 

This site has a history of planning applications; the most 

recent 17/14/00105 was refused.  Should a suitable plan 

be put forward taking account of internal road layout, 

design and affordable housing level then this would be an 

acceptable site. 

21 houses 

WC Maunders Site  

 

CP 24 

Unlikely to come up in the period of this plan. After 

several renewals the last application was 17/08/00023.  

This site is in the middle of the village in a well designed 

existing residential area.  Quality designed housing and 

internal layout would be appropriate here. 

Up to 42 

houses 

Steart Farm  

Triangle 

CP31a 

 This triangle of land between roads into Cheddar has had 

two houses built on it recently.  It is a sustainable site and 

could be further developed. 

10 houses 

Ashley Lane CP25 

& Hopwoods CP28 

This land is in the middle of the residential area of 

Cheddar and is well suited to take further development so 

long as access is sorted out. 

22 houses 

 

Total preferred inside boundary sites   

 

 

95 houses 
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14.0 Summary of employment sites 
 

 

Site Reason Preference 

Yeo Valley 

 

CP 38 

This site is on the outskirts of the village and isolated from 

village facilities.  It is already a commercial site and it has 

extremely good road access.  Delivery traffic is most likely 

to go westwards to the A38 and M5 and not enter the 

village. The site lends itself to single storey (as now for the 

most part) office, technology or light industrial use.  It is 

on the boundary of the AONB so visual impact is an 

important consideration. However if the hedging were to 

remain it is all but invisible from the A371 and all passing 

traffic. It would be good for this to remain an employment 

site to increase the sustainability of the village. Cheddar 

Chamber of Commerce report states there is a need for 

more purpose built office accommodation. Low level 

lighting which turns off after office closure at night is 

preferable to housing estate all night lighting in this bat 

sensitive area. 

 

Steart Farm 

as an 

extension to 

Cheddar 

Business Park 

the 

‘Sainsbury’s’  

 

CP31a 

This was the proposed site for a new edge of village 

supermarket.  The supermarket has since moved into the 

village taking over an existing building.  The site was on 

the earlier SDC Local Plan as one that could be developed 

for retail or commercial use.  It is right next to Cheddar 

Business Park, Wedmore Road and has access directly on 

to the B3151.  There are businesses that want to expand 

in Cheddar and there is anecdotal evidence that some 

smaller ‘start up’ units would be favoured by smaller 

businesses.  This site should be developed not for housing 

but for employment opportunities. This would increase 

the sustainability of the village and reduce out 

commuting. Commercial traffic is likely to want to use the 

A38 and on to the M5 so business on the western edge of 

the village keeps HGV traffic out of the village centre. This 

is in the ‘odour consultation zone’ of the Wessex Water 

sewage treatment works and is thought to be best suited 

for non-residential use. Part of the site is in Flood Zone 3 

and would be best used for parking associated with 

business units 
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Stonemason’s 

Yard 

 

CP 22 

This site was identified on the 2009 SHLAA but has not 

been put forward since. Whilst the site is adjacent to 

some housing it is also next to the Valley Line Industrial 

Estate.  This is an employment site and it should remain so 

should it come up for redevelopment.  This would increase 

sustainability and reduce out commuting by offering jobs 

within the village. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lane’s/Tesco 

site  

 

CP 37 

This site is considered to be a brown field site and has 

existing businesses on it and should remain as an 

employment site.  However the viability of having this all 

as a retail site directly off the main shopping street is 

probably limited and therefore it could be a mixed use 

site, both retail and light commercial. There are serious 

access constraints which would need to be overcome. The 

site currently offers village centre parking which residents 

would be anxious not to lose and would like kept for short 

term shopping parking. There is potential contamination 

on the site. 

This site has had previous planning permissions for 

housing, 17/09/00016 and 17/10/00005. This site is in a 

conservation area and appropriate design criteria would 

need to apply for any development as well as real 

improvements to the access. 

 

Laniers, Old 

Cheese Straw 

Factory (plus  

another  two 

units recently 

put up for 

auction next 

door)  

Site CP 33 

Four industrial buildings have come on the market at 

Tweentown all adjacent to one another.  Whilst the sites 

are on valuable land in the middle of the village they could 

be developed in a number of ways.  These sites too 

provide employment opportunities and should they be 

redeveloped then employment or a mixture of 

employment and residential would fit the needs of the 

village. 
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15.0 Habitat Regulations 
 

 

15.1  A Plan is legally obliged to undergo a Habitats Regulations Assessment before adoption 

under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010(amended) as policies within it 

will potentially affect the integrity of European sites – this can be done based on current 

knowledge derived from relevant survey data and data from those sites which have submitted 

their HRAs as part of the planning process but would not require site specific surveys. A HRA 

report written by Larry Burrows, County Ecologist is one of the suite of Neighbourhood Planning 

Documents. 

 

 

 

15.2 There are three European recognised habitat sites in or within 2km of the Cheddar 

Parish boundary. 

 

 

European Sites designated as Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) 

 

Name Description 

North Somerset & Mendip SAC Area of semi natural grassland and scrubland on 

calcareous substrata – limestone. Including caves not open 

to the public. Forested slopes, screes, ravines. Mixed 

woodland with rocky slopes. Includes 7 SSSIs. This includes 

hibernation and maternity bat roosts for Greater and 

Lesser Horseshoe bats 

Mendip Woodlands SAC Forested slopes, screes and ravines. 

Mixed woodlands 

Mendip Limestone Grasslands SAC European dry heaths. Semi-natural grassland and 

scrubland.  Caves not open to the public.  Forested slopes, 

screes and ravines.  Roost for Greater Horseshoe bats. 

 

 

 

15.3  Greater horseshoe bats have been radio tracked hunting for prey up to 6km from the 

Cheddar Gorge roost sites in the summer.  In the winter this range is likely to be halved based on 

radio tracking carried out in Dorset and seasonal range comparisons for lesser horseshoe bats.  

Habitats within 1km of roost sites are critical for juvenile greater horseshoe bats due to their 

specific diet in their early days.  Adult bats forage in different areas within their home range 

depending on the availability of prey species through the active seasons. (source Larry Burrows, 

Ecologist at Somerset County Council). 
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15.4       There are records of 9 other species of bat being found in the Cheddar area apart from 

the Greater and Lesser Horseshoe.  Any and all potential development on greenfield sites in 

particular would need to be designed to mitigate impacts on bats.  Mitigation would need to 

consider replacing the value of the habitat lost, disruption to flight corridors and lighting levels.  

The cumulative effect of these and of having extensive development should also be taken into 

consideration. 

 

 

15.5 Non-vegetated urban areas are generally exempt from bat sustenance zones, although it 

should be noted that two or three ‘braver’ individual greater horseshoe bats have been radio 

tracked commuting through the built up area of Cheddar, probably across, but not along, lines of 

street lights at  the darkest part.  

 

 

15.6 Other species that should be considered are dormice, invertebrates, reptiles and birds.  

These would need to be on a site by site basis at the time of development as the presence of 

some creatures can be site specific. Impacts on any protected plant species would also need to 

be on a site by site basis at time of development. 

  

 

Site specific habitat considerations 

 

Site Assessment Outcome 

Helliers Lane CP32 Application 17/15/00095. This 

outline application does not 

contain an HRA.  The nearest 

SSSI is Cheddar reservoir 

recognised for its autumn and 

winter population of wildfowl.  

This site would not restrict 

that. Application 17/09/00089 

is adjacent and has an HRA and 

has been developed.  Like this 

site it was used for sheep 

grazing.  There were no 

protected species of plants or 

birds found. Close cropped 

grazing and lack of nectar rich 

plants restricted invertebrate 

and insect potential.  

Whilst close to Cheddar reservoir SSSI, 

this site would not interfere with 

wildfowl.  Mitigation required to prevent 

disruption of bat navigation and 

foraging. HRA survey required to confirm 

no site specific considerations, which 

may include the presence of dormice 

and bat foraging or roosting issues 

 

Round Oak Farm 

CP06 

Application 17/15/00096. 

Large population of dormice 

recorded at The Perch SSSI 

Concern for protecting Holwell Rye, 

marshy grassland and wild flowers in 

locally designated wildlife site. The site 
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130m NE, but none on this 

site, due to disconnected 

habitat hedgerows. No other 

species of reptile found other 

than three slow worms. 

Potential for nesting and 

feeding sites in the marshy and 

unimproved grasslands. The 

southwest corner is a local 

conservation area. 

 

 

has undergone a HRA which reduced 

proposed number of houses considered 

as required to replace horseshoe bat 

habitat and need to maintain strategic 

flyway across the site. 

Steart Bushes CP21 Application 17/14/00105 had 

surveys undertaken.  This is 

grazed semi improved 

grassland. No reptiles were 

found, nor amphibians. Low 

value diversity site however 

valuable south east hedge for 

birds and foraging bats.  

Closest SSSI is Cheddar Reserve 

0.78km NW 

Some potential for bat foraging, but 

regarded as a low value diversity site.  

Steart Farm CP31a Application 17/12/00067.  The 

closest SAC is 1.2 km away.  

This is close cropped grass 

grazing land.  There is no 

specific detail of any other 

species of flora or fauna in the 

HRA. However it is likely to be 

species poor as the hedges are 

kept short and the grass is not 

grazed and this is important to 

horseshoe bats as they feed on 

dung invertebrates. 

Would need a more comprehensive HRA 

regarding species other than bats.  

 

 

 

 

Steart  Triangle CP 

31a 

This piece of land is included in 

the assessment for application 

17/12/00067 

As above. However no protected species 

were found on part of site with two 

houses recently built. 

 

 

Land at Howell 

Lane/West of 

Upper New Road 

The site is likely to support a 

small population of hazel 

dormice, a European protected 

Developers to conduct HRA and habitat 

replacement likely to be required. 
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Site CP08 species, which would be 

vulnerable to local extinction if 

completely developed. Habitat 

area sufficient to support a 

viable population would need 

to be provided within the 

development. See HRA 

comments as similar habitat is 

required. 

 

Ashley 

Lane/Hopwoods 

CP25 & CP28 

There is no application for this 

site. It is in the built up part of 

the village. Nearest 

development 17/06/00089 for 

24 houses within 100m of this 

proposed site 

This is currently grassland. There is no 

water source on site and the land is 

encircled by other houses. Highly 

unlikely to contain protected species. 

Venns Gate  Group, 

CP 02,04,05,09,10 

Venns Gate About 1.3km from 

the maternity roost. Greater 

horseshoe bats have been 

recorded on this site. The 

development would have to 

maintain flyways across the 

site and provide sufficient 

accessible replacement habitat 

and a strategy for the control 

of lighting. It may be being 

used by juveniles but this 

cannot be resolved without 

further data.  

 

Given the distance from the maternity 

roost there is some uncertainty at this 

stage of whether development is viable 

even with the mitigation measures. 

Lanes/Tesco CP37 This is a brown field, urban, 

commercial site, mostly 

covered in concrete or 

compacted stone dust.  No 

significant vegetation and no 

water source.  Application 

17/10/00005 has assessed this 

site in the past. 

Highly unlikely to contain any habitat 

that needed consideration. 
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16.0 Sustainability Assessment 
 

 

16.1 Every site identified in the call for sites exercise (details in separate document, 

Document 5, Appendix 3) has been assessed at this stage against the SDC Sustainability Matrix 

2015 (In full in Document 7). Namely against the following criteria: 

 

 Reducing vulnerability to the effects of climate change, specifically  flooding 

 Reducing contributions to climate change, specifically here with regards to distance from 

village facilities and job sites to reduce travel by car to reduce energy consumption 

 Maintain and enhance biodiversity, specifically here with regards to looking at habitat 

loss and foraging food supply loss for various species 

 Maintain and enhance landscape and townscape, specifically here recognising visual 

impact of some sites, avoiding sites in the AONB 

 Conserving and enhancing the historic environment, specifically here noting areas of 

archaeological interest and the conservation area. 
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17.0 Conclusion 
 

 

17.1 The housing need for Cheddar has been established in this report as being between 200 

to 300 new houses to the year 2027 to include at least 10 to 28 affordable homes.  It is 

understood that these exact numbers will not be built, however Sedgemoor has recently been 

consulting on between 1020 and 505 new homes within Cheddar and this Neighbourhood Plan 

has shown that the preferred sites would not accommodate that number without building in the 

AONB, on Flood Zone 3 or on sites that the Neighbourhood Plan has shown to be the least 

sustainable and in some cases failing the sequential test. This report also identifies that there are 

inside the development boundary sites that have not been considered in the SDC consultation 

yet they would take some 50+ homes and small infill sites will no doubt be developed. 

 

 

17.2 In the time that it has taken to produce the Neighbourhood Plan events have overtaken 

some of the work undertaken. One real concern is that the northern part of Site B should be left 

undeveloped so as to provide a Green Wedge on the western edge of the village, assuming that 

the southern part does get built on. If the southern part does not get built on then it too should 

form part of the Green Wedge.  

 

 

17.3 Site B, south of Holwell Lane,  has permission for 90 homes of which 54 would be market 

housing and 36affordable.  Site C at Round Oak Farm has an application pending for outline 

planning for 110 homes all of which are currently indicated as being market housing.  However 

some 40% would be affordable housing in order for the development to meet the criteria for 

building outside the development boundary, in which case 44 new affordable homes would be 

expected. 

 

17.4      If these either of these two sites alone were developed, then the affordable housing 

need for Cheddar people currently in need of affordable housing would be fully met.   The two 

sites together would provide 80 affordable homes, more than enough to meet all the identified 

Cheddar resident needs in addition to meeting the affordable housing need for all the KRSs in 

north east Sedgemoor, and would not justify the loss of greenfield sites, in this unique 

destination village. 

 

 

17.5 The Neighbourhood Plan would prefer the two sites to be developed to be Site A, land at 

Helliers Lane then Site C, Round Oak Farm. The Helliers Lane site, Site A, has had an outline 

planning permission submitted.  It was withdrawn awaiting further information however the 

submitted plan would provide 27 socially rented homes which would still be sufficient to meet 

need.  This site at Helliers Lane is sequentially a better site than Site B and would have less of a 

visual impact than Site B which is directly on the A371 road into Cheddar. 
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17.6 The Neighbourhood Plan has identified potential employment sites which are located to 

the north or west of the village with the aim of reducing HGV traffic going through the village to 

access the A38 and M5.  This is a key consideration.   

 

 

17.7 It should be noted that the Hinkley Point nuclear plant build will be taking raw materials 

from the local quarries.  This will increase the HGV traffic enormously for many years to come.  

The junction of the A371, Axbridge and Shipham Road, known as the ‘magic roundabout’, 

requires improvement to allow for the increased traffic. 

 

 

17.8 It is understood (but yet to be confirmed) that improvements to this junction could be 

paid for by the Hinkley Community Impact Mitigation Fund (transport fund).  CIL money for 

improvements here will not be needed. The argument to keep commercial developments on the 

western side of the village is strengthened with an improved junction keeping traffic moving 

freely from the village centre. 

 

 

17.7 There is an urgent need to improve Fiveways Bridge on the B3151 and A371 junction.  

Two housing developments have been built and occupied near this junction.  The two affordable 

sites have added 100 new homes and associated families to Cheddar.  The second to be 

developed, at Sharpham Road was permitted conditional on a S106 to provide widening of the 

bridge to allow two footpaths over the bridge. Following completion of the houses, SDC waived 

the S106 agreement, substituting a metal footbridge instead.  This has not been built within the 

conditioned time limit either, such a failure to improve infrastructure before building and 

occupation is unacceptable and this Neighbourhood Plan will have a policy requiring  

infrastructure to be in place prior to occupation of any development. 

 

 

17.9 Many roads in Cheddar have no, or narrow pavements.  S106 agreements or possible CIL 

revenues may be used to improve these.  The most difficult problem to solve is that of the 

narrowness of pavements, and associated danger along the A371 in the village centre.   

 

 

17.10 Other infrastructure improvements for Cheddar include any new road junctions that 

would be required to be built to allow access to new developments, these would form part of 

any normal application and cannot be viewed as standalone ‘infrastructure improvements’. 
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Date: 08/09/14, minor amendments 14/10/14 

To: Joanna Widdecombe, RTPI/Planning Aid England 

From: Jesse Honey, Senior Planning Consultant and Neighbourhood Planning Specialist, 
URS; Stuart Woodin, Technical Director, Neighbourhood Planning and Engagement 

Subject: Additional advice to Cheddar Parish Council, September/October 2014 

Dear Joanna, 
 
Having initially provided advice to Cheddar Parish Council (CPC) in April 2014, we have prepared 
this additional advice note as instructed in August 2014. The note builds on and adds further data 
to our April 2014 work in seeking to determine an appropriate housing target for Cheddar’s 
neighbourhood plan, bearing in mind the requirement for strategic conformity with the Core 
Strategy of Sedgemoor District Council (SDC). We had a telephone conference with Lyn 
Goodfellow of CPC on 18th August 2014 to scope requirements and discuss the additional data 
gathered and emerging between April and August 2014, which will add greater clarity for the 
neighbourhood planning steering group. 
 

1.0 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS URS WORK 

 
Context 
 
In April 2014, URS provided an advice note to CPC in respect of their neighbourhood plan 
preparation. The advice focused on determining a locally-appropriate housing target in the context 
of Cheddar forming one of seventeen Key Rural Settlements (KRSs) within Sedgemoor. That 
report suggested an equal split between the KRSs would yield a requirement of 74 units each, but 
that the units given permission in Cheddar since the start of the Core Strategy period could be 
deducted from that total1. 
 
Conclusions 
 
The advice note then reviewed the housing waiting list for postcode area BS27, within which 
Cheddar sits. By calculating the proportion of BS27’s population within Cheddar Parish, we 
estimated a waiting list-based housing need figure of 228 units, of which 41% should be affordable. 
 
In order to more accurately determine what proportion of the units completed within the Core 
Strategy period were located in Cheddar rather than the other sixteen KRSs, we recommended 
that CPC ask SDC for information on completions across the other KRSs. 
 
In the absence of this information, URS researched indicative emerging neighbourhood plan 
housing targets for the other KRSs, but only Ashcott’s plan had progressed sufficiently to indicate a 
target, which was in the range of 10-20 dwellings.  
 

                                                      
1 CPC inform us that this comprises 293 permissions, of which 186 units have actually been built. 
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We identified a risk for Cheddar of a worst-case scenario of minimal completions in other KRSs, 
whereby Cheddar would have to provide 834 units2 to make up the target for all KRSs. We also 
identified a ‘policy –off’ scenario where, if no neighbourhood plan target applied and the market 
delivered housing at the same rate as it had been, then 542 new units had the potential to be 
developed. 
 
We then turned to an assessment of supply capacity that had been developed by Baker 
Associates3 and determined on the basis of completions thus far that there was sufficient 
‘environmentally suitable’ land for an additional 608 homes4 at Cheddar. 
 
We recommended that CPC seek the views of SDC on the various figures identified by URS that 
could inform a locally-specific housing target. 
 
The remainder of the April 2014 advice note concerned the definition of a vision and site 
assessment work, neither of which is relevant for the purposes of this additional advice note. 
 
Limitations 
 
As is apparent from the summary above, our initial advice note noted limitations in the information 
then available, particularly in terms of completions by settlement within the Core Strategy period. 
Since then, however, useful new information has emerged both at a national and a local level, 
which this second advice note takes into account in seeking to clearly establish the housing needs 
for Cheddar. 

2.0 NATIONAL PLANNING PRACTICE GUIDANCE 

 
The National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG)5 provides online advice on housing needs 
assessment that is primarily aimed at local planning authorities preparing SHMAs. However, since 
our first advice note it has been amended to state that those preparing neighbourhood plans can 
use the guidance to identify specific local needs, but that any assessment at such a localised level 
should be proportionate. 
 
The NPPG concedes that establishing future need for housing is not an exact science, and no 
single approach will provide a definitive answer. The process involves making balanced 
judgements, as well as gathering facts and opinions. At a neighbourhood planning level, one 
important consideration is determining the extent to which the neighbourhood diverges from the 
local authority average, reflecting the fact that a single parish almost never constitutes a housing 
market on its own and must therefore be considered in its wider context. 

This second advice note therefore seeks to follow NPPG guidance on assessment of housing need 
to the greatest extent possible. The NPPG advises that assessment of development needs should 
be thorough but proportionate and does not require planners to consider purely hypothetical future 
scenarios, only future scenarios that could be reasonably expected to occur. 

                                                      
2 This figure took into account existing completions in Cheddar, but has been corrected from the figure of 727 units given 
in the April 2014 report. 
3 Available online at http://www.sedgemoor.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=6880&p=0   
4 The figure of 608 has been corrected from the figure of 555 given in the April 2014 report. 
5 National Planning Policy Guidance available at http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/housing-
and-economic-development-needs-assessments/ 
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The NPPG also states that ‘the assessment of development needs should be an objective 
assessment of need based on facts and unbiased evidence. Plan makers should not apply 
constraints to the overall assessment of need, such as limitations imposed by the supply of land for 
new development, historic under performance, viability, infrastructure or environmental 
constraints.’ 

The earlier figure of 608 housing units quoted as one of a range of possibilities in our first advice 
note was based on known supply rather than demand, and this is no longer considered in line with 
best practice. Instead, the conclusions of this advice note should therefore be assessed against 
available capacity as a separate and follow-on study. If the advice note indicates a greater 
quantum of housing is needed than there are suitable or available sites, then any site selection 
process may need to be revisited to determine if there is further land with the potential to meet 
demand. 

If, on the other hand, this advice note indicates a smaller quantum of housing is needed than there 
is suitable land available, then sites should be scored or ranked to indicate which are preferred for 
the development needed, with the remainder either discounted or safeguarded for future use as 
appropriate. 

3.0 INFORMATION FROM SEDGEMOOR DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 
Strategic Housing Market Assessment Update (March 2014)6 
 
The Sedgemoor SHMA Update (JG Consulting in association with GL Hearn, 2014) was not 
available at the time of our last advice note. As an up-to-date assessment of housing demand 
across Sedgemoor, many of its conclusions are highly relevant in seeking to determine housing 
need for Cheddar parish. The SHMA Update (SHMAU) states that it has been developed in 
accordance with Government Practice Guidance (CLG, August 2007 and more recent CLG advice 
of August 2013). 
 
The SHMAU divides Sedgemoor into a number of sub-areas, with each sub-area based on wards. 
Cheddar and Shipham Ward is one of three wards in the North East Rural Sub-Area, with the other 
two being Axevale and Wedmore and Mark. 
 
The SHMAU also summarises Sedgemoor’s requirements on the broad profile of market housing 
required, including the following broad mix of sizes suggested by the Council: 

 •1 bedroom – 6% 
 •2 bedrooms – 35% 
 •3 bedrooms – 36% 
 •4+ bedrooms – 24% 

It then goes on to disaggregate a number of relevant indicators across the district by sub-area. A 
summary of the most important points for Cheddar includes the North East Rural sub-area having: 
 

 the highest proportion of detached housing (57.6%); 
 the second lowest proportion of flats (9.1%); 

                                                      
6 Available online at http://www.sedgemoor.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=14137&p=0 
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 the highest average housing values based on council tax banding; 
 the second lowest vacancy rates (4.1%)7 
 the lowest percentage of over-crowding (1.4%) 
 the highest rate of under-occupation8 (53.7%) 
 the highest average annual incomes (median £27,412, mean £36,040) 
 the highest lower quartile house purchase price (£209,000) 
 the highest lower quartile private rents (£550) 

The above list of bullet points, though not exhaustive, is among the most important evidence of 
relative difference between Cheddar and the rest of Sedgemoor that could and should be used to 
inform neighbourhood planning housing policy. Other relevant points arising from our review of the 
SHMA are listed by sub-heading below. 
 
Tenure mix 
 
In determining how the existing relative difference between the Sedgemoor average and the North 
East Rural sub-area could inform the neighbourhood plan, CPC may wish to bear in mind the 
following SHMAU advice to Sedgemoor Council, also applicable to neighbourhood planners: ‘The 
Council might consider how it can support greater diversity in the housing stock in areas where the 
housing stock is dominated by particular tenures and types of housing. However this needs to be 
balanced against market demand for different sizes and types of homes in these areas. Policy 
might look to develop greater choice in these areas including to support more local living and 
working and a reduction in out-commuting.’ 
 
Affordable Housing 
 
The SHMAU sets out Sedgemoor’s policy on affordable housing, which effectively applies on a 
site-by-site basis within certain broad parameters. Up to 2016, the targets are 15% on brownfield 
sites of 5 or more units up to 30% on greenfield sites of 10 or more units. There is no target for 
smaller sites (of 4 or fewer dwellings). Post 2016, it is expected that viability will improve and 
therefore different targets have been proposed. These range from 20% on smaller sites (5-9 units) 
up to 40% for sites providing 15 or more dwellings. There is still no target for smaller sites whilst 
brownfield and greenfield sites are treated equally in terms of the provision sought in the post 2016 
period. 
 
The SHMAU states that Core Strategy affordable housing policy provides the opportunity for 
meeting rural needs in exceptional circumstances on sites which would not otherwise be released 
for housing. For such housing to come forward the scheme will need to demonstrate that it will 
meet a local need, that dwellings will be affordable in perpetuity and that the site is within or 
immediately adjacent to a settlement boundary. 
 
With regard to the types of affordable housing sought, the SHMAU notes the broad target of 30% 
intermediate housing and 70% social rented homes. After a series of calculations and estimates 
                                                      
7 As the SHMAU notes, low vacancy rates limit the potential to meet future requirements through better use of existing 
stock. Over the longer term there could be potential to release supply of existing family housing by supporting 
downsizing of older households and providing specialist housing to meet their needs. 
 
8 In other words, larger homes occupied by fewer people. 
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based on local demographics and projections, the SHMAU projects future need to comprise a 
25:75 percent split between intermediate and socially rented housing, and that therefore the 
existing policy of 30:70 is broadly accurate. 
 
The SHMAU notes that although the size of the affordable housing sector has increased by 400 
properties between 2001 and 2011, homes in the sector as a proportion of all dwellings has 
decreased over the same period. 
 
The SHMAU calculates current affordable housing need and uses it as a basis for projecting 
affordable housing need 2013-2018 by sub-area. Rather than using Sedgemoor’s current housing 
waiting list, the SHMAU estimates the number of households living in unsuitable housing along 
with consideration of their current tenure and affordability. Unsuitability is based on the number of 
households shown to be overcrowded in the 2011 Census along with an estimate of other needs 
which have been modelled by comparing the tenure profile in each area with information from 
previous surveys about households in need. This approach is stated to be in line with CLG best 
practice and in fact the results are found to be consistent with the current housing waiting list. 
 
The estimated net number9 of households in unsuitable housing across Sedgemoor is 1,056, which 
is 2.1% of all households. However, the SHMAU then goes on to discount a proportion of the 1,056 
figure on the basis that a number of these households might be able to afford market housing 
without the need for subsidy. Around 71% of the 1,056 households are estimated to be likely to 
have insufficient income to afford market housing and so the estimate of the total backlog need is 
reduced to 749 households. 
 
Following this discount, the total households estimated as being in backlog need for the North East 
Rural sub-area is 65, which is the second lowest for all sub-areas and comprises 8.68% of the 
Sedgemoor total. 
 
The SHMAU then calculates newly-arising need- in other words, the estimated level of housing 
need from newly forming households. This is estimated as 296 households for the Outer North 
East over a 5 year period. This figure is then added to an estimated number of existing households 
falling into need 2013-18 (in other words, that are not currently on the housing waiting list but will 
be added to it), which is estimated as 86 for the Outer North East sub-area. The resulting figure of 
383 households comprises the estimated total newly-arising need 2013-2018 for the Outer North 
East sub-area. 
 
The next calculation is the total supply of affordable housing by sub-area. The Outer North East’s 
figure is 126 units, comprising 7.61% of the Sedgemoor total. 
 
The SHMAU then estimates a grand total of net affordable housing need based on this calculation: 
 
Net Need = Backlog Need + Need from Newly-Forming Households + Existing Households 
falling into Need – Supply of Affordable Housing 
 
On this basis, the Outer North East’s net affordable housing need 2013-2018 is 322 units, or 
11.3% of the Sedgemoor total. Of this 322 units, 26.3% is calculated as comprising intermediate 

                                                      
9 The numbers are net because they exclude current social tenants and current owner-occupiers. 
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housing and 74.8% socially rented, and of the 322 units, 47.0% is projected as needing to be 1 
bedroom, 26.2% two bedroom, 23.5% three bedroom and 3.3% 4+ bedroom. 
 
Demographic change 
 
The SHMAU also covers the issue of an ageing population. It notes that Sedgemoor contains an 
above average population in age groups over 55 and the number of older people is projected to 
increase substantially over the next twenty years; for example, the number of people aged 65 and 
above is expected to increase by 14,000 (59%) from 2011 to 2031. As a result, without 
intervention, under-occupancy of homes (particularly within the private sector) can be expected to 
increase and there will be a requirement for additional levels of care/support along with provision of 
some specialist accommodation in both the market and affordable sectors. 

4.0 OTHER INFORMATION 

 
Towards a more accurate Core Strategy-based estimate of total housing need 
 
An accurate Core-Strategy-based estimate of housing need for Cheddar needs to take into 
account completions across the District within the Core Strategy period. Since our April advice 
note, and prompted by CPC, Sedgemoor DC has been able to provide this information. 
 
The Core Strategy residual requirement across Sedgemoor DC is stated to be 6,073 units from 1st 
April 2010 to the end of the Plan period in 2027. Within this figure, the residual requirement for the 
Key Rural Settlements is 664 units. Unfortunately, SDC advise that they only started monitoring 
completions within the Key Rural Settlements from Core Strategy adoption in September 2011 and 
no earlier.  
 
Between September 2011 and April 2014, 174 units were completed in the KRSs. This equates to 
a monthly delivery rate across all KRSs of 5.61 units. Assuming a broadly constant completion 
rate, this monthly rate can be ‘backcast’ to cover the period between 1st April 2010 and September 
2011 to determine total KRS completions April 2010- April 2014. This backcast total would mean 
95 completions in this period. Adding to the 174 completions since September 2011 gives an 
estimated 269 completions across all KRSs April 2010 to April 2014.10 
 
Subtracting this 269 from the KRS residual requirement 2010-2027 gives 395 as the new KRS 
residual total 2014-2027. 
 
In our April 2014 advice note, we split the KRS target equally between all seventeen KRSs. 
However, a more accurate estimate would take into account the population of each parish, on the 
assumption that larger settlements need more housing to meet the needs of a larger population 
and they offer more services and facilities, thus ensuring development patterns accord with the 
principles of sustainable development. 
 
According to the Census 2011, the total population of all seventeen KRS parishes is 39,614. 
Cheddar, with 5,755 people, has the second largest population of the seventeen11, with 14.53% of 

                                                      
10 This backcast estimate has been used on the assumption that SDC is unable to provide any alternative method of 
calculating KRS completions 2010-2014. 
11 North Petherton is larger 
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the total KRS population. If it were to accommodate 14.53% of the KRS residual target 2014-2027, 
this would translate to 57 dwellings. 
 
DCLG Household Projections-based estimate of total housing need 
 
The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) publishes household projections 
which are based on sub-national population projections. The NPPG recommends that these 
projections should form a consideration in the assessment of housing need. We can therefore 
supplement the Core Strategy-based need estimate with a household projections-based figure. 
 
This approach is also supported by the SHMAU, which recommends that the Council monitors 
future housing requirements, taking account of the 2012-based sub-national population projections 
(which form the basis for the most up-to-date DCLG Household Projections). The SHMAU points 
out that the advantage of using these projections is that they take account of both the extent to 
which household formation may have been suppressed historically and also the link between 
homes and jobs. 
 
Like the sub-national population projections, the household projections are only available at a local 
authority level. Likewise, they only go up to 2021 whereas the Core Strategy period ends in 2027. 
The government recommends that where a Plan period extends beyond 2021, the trend can be 
projected forward based on the average rate of increase to 2021. We have taken this approach in 
projecting forward to 2027 as follows: 
 
The DCLG estimate of household numbers across Sedgemoor in 2014 is 50,000, and in 2021 is 
projected to be 54,000. This equates to an average annual increase of 571 households. Projecting 
this forward to 2027 at the same rate gives a 2027 projection of 57,426, thus the formation of 7,426 
households across Sedgemoor 2014-2027. 
 
Census 2011 data shows 48,801 households in Sedgemoor and 2,449 households in Cheddar 
parish. Therefore, Cheddar parish households comprise 5.02% of the Sedgemoor total. 
 
If we assume this 5.02% proportion stays constant, which is an approach in line with NPPG best 
practice12, then Cheddar would accommodate 373 of the total Sedgemoor household increase 
between 2014 and 2027. In the 2011 Census, the parish had 0.963 households per dwelling, 
meaning that 373 new households would translate into a requirement for 359 new dwellings. 
 
It is important to note that the DCLG projections are made only at a local authority level, and as 
such do not take into account any spatial strategy or proposed distribution within the local authority 
area. Rather, we have applied them based on the proportion of existing households in Sedgemoor 
located within Cheddar parish, and this may not reflect Sedgemoor’s proposed distribution 
hierarchy, whether it continues to use a KRS approach or otherwise. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
12 Specifically, the NPPG states that planning for a range of scenarios should be avoided, and as long as 
projections are in line with a reasonable scenario, this is acceptable. 
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Calculating affordable housing proportion 
 
Determining the proportion of affordable housing to be provided as a proportion of the overall 
target is complicated by Sedgemoor’s policy of determining its affordability target on, effectively, a 
site-by-site basis (but within broad parameters of 15-40%). 
 
Given the requirement for the adopted neighbourhood plan to be in strategic conformity with 
Sedgemoor policy, and given that Sedgemoor’s development management team will continue to 
determine affordable housing proportion within the parish on a site-by-site basis even after the 
Neighbourhood Plan is adopted, there is effectively no requirement for CPC to formulate an 
affordable housing policy of its own. This is the case for any Neighbourhood Plan in an area with 
an adopted Local Plan with an affordable housing policy, as it avoids the undesirable result of 
either a) conflict with or b) restatement of Local Plan policy. 
 
This suggests that CPC’s role in respect of affordable housing post-neighbourhood plan adoption 
will not differ significantly from its role at present - effectively as a key stakeholder whose views 
and opinions will be taken into account by SDC as it determines affordable proportions on a site-
by-site basis (whether for exception sites or otherwise). However, combining the Parish Housing 
Needs Survey with the SHMAU provides a strong evidence base that can underpin CPC’s position 
in relation to affordable housing need. 
 
Firstly, the Parish housing needs survey found nine households out of seventy-seven responses to 
be in need of (and qualify for) affordable housing. This comprises 11.69% of all respondents. 
 
On the assumption that the housing needs survey is representative of the parish as a whole, we 
can apply the 11.69% to the number of households as a whole to determine need from the existing 
population. Cheddar parish had 2,449 households in the 2011 Census, and 11.69% of that figure is 
286 households. However, this is a gross figure; if all of these households were added to the 
Sedgemoor waiting list (and many, if not most, of them may be on the waiting list already), they 
would be classified into ‘emergency’, ‘gold’, ‘silver’ and ‘bronze’.  
 
It is standard practice in housing needs assessment to discount the ‘bronze’ category. This is to 
take account of the fact that ‘housing waiting lists tend to overestimate demand as households put 
themselves forward when their level of ‘need’ for affordable housing is not actually that great. For 
example, households may put themselves forward for inclusion as a form of insurance in case their 
circumstances change and are therefore clearly not currently in ‘need’ in a priority sense’13. 
 
This is also the approach of Sedgemoor SHMAU; it states that if all households in housing need 
were to be provided with an affordable home, it would be significantly above likely (or realistic) 
levels of affordable housing delivery. 
 
Sedgemoor District Council confirmed to CPC in July 2014 that at present there are 155 
households on the local waiting list, of which 97 (62.58%) are in the Bronze category. Therefore 
we can discount the Bronze category as per standard practice for a net total of 58 households, 
although this is just a snapshot in time rather than a projection of need over a longer period. SDC 

                                                      
13 This is a quote from GVA Grimley’s 2011 SHMA for Leeds City Council but applies equally to housing 
needs assessment elsewhere. 
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confirmed that of the undiscounted total of 155 households, 46% were seeking a single bedroom 
property, 39% a two-bed unit, 12% three beds and 2% four or more beds. 
 
By contrast, if we were to use the housing needs survey rather than the local waiting list as a basis 
for housing need, and discounted its indicative gross figure of 286 households by 62.58%, we 
would get a net total of 107 households, almost double the number currently on the waiting list. 
This suggests extrapolating from the housing needs survey might produce an overestimate of 
housing need, possibly due to survey bias (those in need of affordable housing being more likely to 
respond to a survey about housing need than those who are not). In this regard, as the July 2014 
waiting list figure relies on fewer assumptions, we consider it to be more reliable. 
 
To establish need over a longer period rather than just as a snapshot, we can turn back to the 
SHMAU. It determined a net total of 322 households in need for the Outer North East area; the 
figure of 322 takes into account a similar process of discounting to the 107 figure above, but 
covers three wards. On the basis of Census 2011 household share between the wards, we can 
therefore calculate Cheddar’s share of these 322. The total number of households in Outer North 
East is 6,539, of which 2,449 are in Cheddar parish, thus comprising 37.42% of the Outer North 
East total. On this basis, Cheddar’s net affordable housing need 2013-8 as determined by the 
SHMAU would be 37.42% of 322, or 120 households.  

5.0 BRINGING THE DATA TOGETHER 

 
In seeking to develop a realistic and defensible housing target for Cheddar parish, our approach 
has been to calculate a Core Strategy-based figure (also taking account of completions up to 
2014). We then calculated a second theoretical figure for Cheddar based on Government 
household projections informed by more up-to-date population projections. Taking a midpoint of 
the two figures allows us to combine in a single figure the extensive work and analysis 
underpinning the Core Strategy with the most up-to-date projections available. This midpoint is 
therefore (359 + 57) divided by two, which equates to 208 new households in Cheddar parish 
2014-2027. Like all future projections, this figure is a theoretical estimate. 
 
This figure compares with the SHMAU-based net estimate of 120 households in need of affordable 
housing in Cheddar parish between 2013 and 2018, with 58 of those households already on the 
waiting list as of July 2014. 

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
This advice note has attempted to interrogate a range of relevant data to help inform Cheddar 
Neighbourhood Plan housing policy. Based on the data and evidence interrogated, we have 
suggested an estimated 208 additional households should be planned for in Cheddar parish 2014-
2027. However, at the same time, there appears to be an estimated 120 households in need of 
affordable housing 2013-2018. The extent of overlap between the two figures, and the robustness 
or otherwise of the 120 figure is unclear, as explained below. 
 
Our research has uncovered a significant disconnect in Sedgemoor between Core Strategy and 
national household projections on the one hand and stated affordable housing need on the other. 
The affordable housing need appears to be far greater, even after it has been discounted 
according to standard housing assessment practice, than the figure of which it should in theory 
form a proportion (i.e. market as well as affordable). 
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For example, the 120 households stated as being in need of affordable housing 2013-2018 
translates into an average annual requirement of 24 affordable households per year. Projecting 
forward affordable housing need on this basis 2014-2027 gives (24 x 13 years = ) 312 households 
in need of affordable housing over the remainder of the Plan period. This figure of 312 significantly 
exceeds the ‘total’ housing need figure of 208 over the same period, whereas one would normally 
expect to find the affordable housing need as a proportion of the overall total. 
 
Even if the absolute highest estimate of total housing need for Cheddar Parish were applied, 
namely the 359 households based on Cheddar’s proportion of the DCLG household projection, the 
312 households in need of affordable housing would still form 87% of need, which is far in excess 
of SDC’s Core Strategy affordable housing parameters of 15-40% and would also render most 
housing development unviable. 
 
High levels of affordable need can be used as the rationale behind the use of exception sites, both 
in Sedgemoor and elsewhere. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is clear that all 
housing need must be provided for, when it states (paragraph 17) that one of its core land-use 
planning principles is to: 
 
‘proactively drive and support sustainable economic development to deliver the homes, business 
and industrial units, infrastructure and thriving local places that the country needs. Every effort 
should be made objectively to identify and then meet the housing, business and other development 
needs of an area, and respond positively to wider opportunities for growth. Plans should take 
account of market signals, such as land prices and housing affordability, and set out a clear 
strategy for allocating sufficient land which is suitable for development in their area, taking account 
of the needs of the residential and business communities’ 
 
NPPF advice to local planning authorities in rural areas (although also relevant to neighbourhood 
planners in rural areas) is that: 
 
‘local planning authorities should be responsive to local circumstances and plan housing 
development to reflect local needs, particularly for affordable housing, including through rural 
exception sites where appropriate.’ (paragraph 54) 
 
However, notwithstanding NPPF requirements, this advice note has uncovered a lack of clarity in 
terms of Cheddar’s housing waiting list and how it relates to the overall housing need. At present, 
housing need from the waiting list alone appears to exceed overall need, whether overall need is 
calculated on the basis of the Core Strategy or on DCLG household projections. Clearly, this does 
not make sense. Although exception sites could potentially be used to meet some additional need 
as they have in the past, the discrepancy between the two figures at present suggests it would not 
be realistic or desirable to meet all of the stated affordable need through exception sites, as they 
would risk no longer being exceptions. 
 
At the time of writing, the qualifying criteria for Sedgemoor’s housing waiting list for Cheddar are 
unclear, which means estimates of affordable housing need based on that list may be less robust 
as a result. On the one hand, in a conversation with URS in August 2014, the Council assured us 
that the criteria for joining the list take full account of proven local connection14, and that there is at 

                                                      
14 As per the terms and conditions in the standard Section 106 text used by CPC for affordable housing development. 
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present no need to review or tighten up the criteria for joining the housing waiting list. On the other 
hand, in a separate conversation with CPC in July 2014, SDC stated that they are ‘currently in the 
process of reviewing individual circumstances of the 155 applicants on the local waiting list (in 
terms of housing need, local connection to the village etc.) to establish more clearly what the 
current need is’. 
 
The conclusions of our advice note would suggest that the latter statement by the Council is more 
likely to be accurate; if the criteria for joining the Cheddar housing waiting list are looser than those 
specified by the Section 106 text used by CPC, this would explain why projected requirement from 
the housing waiting list exceeds the total need figure rather than, as it should, forming a proportion 
of that figure. However, only Sedgemoor themselves can clarify the situation fully, which forms the 
basis for our first recommendation: 
 
Recommendation 1: 
The Parish Council should seek from Sedgemoor District Council detailed clarification of 
the criteria/tests that households must pass for them to appear on the housing waiting list 
and why at present, estimates of housing need based on the housing waiting list appear to 
exceed estimates of overall housing need. 
 
As noted previously, the accuracy of the DCLG Household Projections-based component of the 
estimated housing need would be enhanced if it can take into account Sedgemoor’s emerging 
proposals for distribution of housing growth in the next iteration of the Core Strategy. We would 
therefore propose a further recommendation to discuss with Sedgemoor District Council: 
 
Recommendation 2: 
The Parish Council should seek from Sedgemoor District Council clarification of how the 
DCLG Household Projections for Sedgemoor will be distributed across the local authority 
area, and the implications for Cheddar, whether it continues as one of the Key Rural 
Settlements or otherwise. This information can then be used to refine the Household 
Projections estimate and the midpoint estimate based on it. 
 
Sedgemoor’s housing department also informed URS in August 2014 that Cheddar’s special 
circumstances of having already provided a significant number of affordable housing units within 
the Core Strategy period, and the fact that a number of other KRSs provided either lower levels or 
none over the same period, are not considered relevant to determining Cheddar’s residual need. 
Their stated approach across all KRSs is instead to start from the local housing needs waiting list, 
continuing to provide affordable housing on a site-by-site basis for as long as there are households 
on the waiting list. This is also in line with the SHMAU’s finding that affordable need remains high 
despite relatively strong levels of affordable housing delivery across Sedgemoor in recent years.  
 
In our conversation with them, Sedgemoor Council did, however, state that there could be the 
potential for investigating off-site affordable housing provision on a case-by-case basis, which 
might help reduce the burden on Cheddar. In line with the Section 106 text mentioned previously 
that is the Parish Council’s preferred criteria for affordable housing, other nearby parishes that may 
be able to accommodate some affordable housing if the circumstances support it might include 
Shipham, Priddy15, Draycott, Wedmore and Axbridge. This is the basis for our third 
recommendation: 

                                                      
15 Priddy is in Mendip District, which would require co-ordination with another local authority. 
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Recommendation 3: Working with Sedgemoor District Council and/or Mendip District 
Council as appropriate, investigate the potential, where appropriate, for off-site affordable 
housing provision within neighbouring parishes on a site-by-site basis. 
 
The newly-published Sedgemoor SHMA update captures the full range of relevant Census 2011-
based demographic and socio-economic indicators for the North East Rural wards. We 
recommend that CPC should use this data to determine whether the emerging indicative housing 
target proposed by this advice note could be raised or lowered on the basis of relative difference 
with the rest of Sedgemoor. For example, it could be argued that evidence of lower levels of 
overcrowding relative to the rest of Sedgemoor has the potential to reduce the target; on the other 
hand, evidence of an older average population relative to the rest of the local authority could have 
the effect of increasing the target to ensure it accounts fully for the needs of the older population. 
Applying these indicators of relative need to housing targets derived by projections covering a 
wider area is in line with NPPG best practice. A wide range of potentially relevant additional 
indicators not covered by the SHMA Update can be also accessed from the Census 2011 at 
www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk and selecting Cheddar parish. This is the basis for our fourth 
recommendation: 
 
Recommendation 4: Use the data set out in the SHMA Update (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) and/or 
Census 2011 data to determine the breakdown of new dwelling units needed by type and 
size. 
 
The SHMA Update sets out in clear detail the ageing population of Sedgemoor, and CPC’s 
separate conversation with SDC in July 2014 backs up the SHMAU conclusions that the proportion 
of older people will grow faster in the Plan period than other groups of the population. 
Unfortunately the parish Housing Needs Assessment did not look in detail at specialist housing 
needs for older people. On this basis, we recommend, as per Recommendation 3 above, to use 
the SHMA Update and/or Census data to inform policies on housing for older people. As per 
information already provided by CPC, the parish already benefits from a number of residential 
schemes for older people and it appears to be the case that more will be needed. Larger villages 
like Cheddar are particularly suitable for this kind of accommodation as residents benefit from a 
more rural pace of life while also remaining in easy reach of a range of services and facilities. On 
the other hand, the evidence suggests there will also be a number of older people wanting to 
downsize but continuing to live independently without needing or wanting to move into specialist 
accommodation. 
 
Recommendation 5: Use the data set out in the SHMA Update to plan for and provide 
specialist housing for older people, including units for independent living (such as 
bungalows) alongside sheltered accommodation, over the Neighbourhood Plan period. 
 
Our final advice is to continue to monitor relevant emerging documents, strategies and policies 
produced by Sedgemoor District Council and other stakeholders. For example, Sedgemoor DC 
has indicated that the next iteration of the Core Strategy (due for adoption in Winter 2017) is likely 
to carry forward Cheddar’s position in the housing distribution hierarchy as part of the seventeen 
KRSs. If this is correct, this suggests that Sedgemoor DC are satisfied that the KRS approach is 
delivering the houses required and that there does not at present appear to be any special 
circumstances (such as exceptional levels of housing need) that might push Cheddar to a higher 
level in the hierarchy.  
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CPC might consider, as a next step ahead of determining a final housing target, discussing this 
advice note with Sedgemoor DC, taking the following into account during the process: 
 
• the views of Sedgemoor DC 
• the views of local residents 
• the views of other local stakeholders, including housing developers; and 
• supply-side issues, such as location and characteristics of suitable land 
 
Draft housing policies could usefully be informed by, for example, a presentation of this report to 
local stakeholders by the Neighbourhood Plan steering group, with comments and feedback 
welcomed. 
 
Recent changes in the planning system, including the introduction of the National Planning Policy 
Framework, continue to affect planning for housing need at a local authority and, by extension, at 
neighbourhood level. The present Core Strategy is not NPPF-compliant, as it was adopted before 
the NPPF came into effect. Its next iteration therefore has the potential to incorporate a higher 
housing target on the basis that housing targets now have to reflect objectively-assessed need, 
which appears in Sedgemoor on the basis of the data assessed to outstrip current Core Strategy 
targets. 
 
This advice note has been provided in good faith by URS consultants on the basis of the local 
authority housing target, distribution and assessments current at the time of writing (alongside 
other relevant and available information). 
 
Bearing this in mind, we recommend that the steering group should monitor carefully the status of 
the Core Strategy for the duration of the neighbourhood plan period as well as strategies and 
documents with an impact on housing policy produced by SDC or other relevant bodies and review 
the neighbourhood plan accordingly to ensure that general conformity is maintained. At the same 
time, monitoring ongoing trends in the factors summarised in the SHMA Update Chapters 3, 4 and 
5 would be valuable. 
 
Recommendation 6: Monitor the neighbourhood housing needs evidence base, including 
the plans, policies and strategies of Sedgemoor District Council and emerging 
demographic or socio-economic trends as appropriate, and update housing policies to 
reflect any changes. 
 
cc:  John Romanski (RTPI/PAE, Planning Senior Advisor) 
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Potential Housing Site Pro forma 

 

Housing Land Availability Assessment 

 

 Please complete the form clearly and legibly. 

 You must give your name and address for your comments to be considered. 

 This form should be received by Cheddar Parish Council 

 

  DATA PROTECTION AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 

 

We need your permission to hold your details on our database 

 

I agree that Cheddar Parish Council can hold the contact details and related 

responses and I understand that they will only be used in relation to the Cheddar 

Parish Neighbourhood Plan and may be viewed and considered by Sedgemoor 

District Council when deciding planning proposals. 

 

Signed  

 

Date  

Please note that forms that are not signed and dated will not be accepted. 

 

The purposes for collecting this personal data are: 

 

 To assist in the preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan 

 To contact you regarding your answers given in your form 

 

If you have any concerns regarding the processing of your data, please contact 

Parish Clerk, Parish Hall, Church Street, Cheddar, Somerset, BS27 3RA;   

phone 01934 743217;   

email clerk@cheddarparishcouncil.org 

 

Disclaimer: It should be noted that the assessment of the deliverability and 

developability of sites for new housing through this process and the identification 

of potential housing sites does not indicate that planning permission will be 

granted for new housing or that the site (s) will be allocated for new housing 

development.  Planning proposals on sites identified will be judged on their 

merits against the relevant Development Plan policies unless material 

considerations indicate otherwise. 

 

 

 



Cheddar Parish Council 
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Each site will need to be visited to enable a full assessment of the site. By 

completing and returning this pro forma you consent to councillors or their 

officers/representatives visiting the site in order to make an assessment against 

the Site Suitability Appraisal. Site visits will be conducted unaccompanied 

wherever possible. Where there may be reasons why an unaccompanied site 

visit may not be practicable (for instance where the site is secured and not 

visible from a public highway), please indicate below so that alternative 

arrangements for a site visit can be made as appropriate.  

 

 

 Your details (Land owner) 

Name  

Contact Address  

Site Address  

Telephone Number  

Fax Number  

E-mail   

 

Your details (Agent)  

Name  

Company/Agent  

Representing  

Contact Address  

Telephone Number  

Fax Number  

 E-mail   
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Site details 

Site address  

Site postcode  

Site OS grid reference (if known)   

Are you the landowner? Yes  

No. Who then owns 

the land? 

 

 

 

 

 

Please attach an up-to-date Ordnance Survey based map outlining the precise 

boundaries of the site in its entirety and the part which may be suitable for housing (if this is 

less than the whole) Without this mapped information we may unable to recognise  the 

site. 

 

CURRENT AND POTENTIAL USE 

 

What is the current use of the site? 

 

 

Is there an existing planning permission on the site? 

Yes (please give planning permission number)  

No   

Are there any planning applications currently 

under consideration (number)? 

 

 

What is the estimated area of the site (hectares/acres)? 

Area of whole site  

Area suitable for development  

 

 

 

In your opinion, might the site be suitable for a mixture of housing and another use(s) e.g. 
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housing and employment or retail? Please specify 

 

 

How many dwellings do you think could be provided on this site and of what type? 

Number of dwellings in total  

Number of houses  

Number of flats  

 

POSSIBLE CONSTRAINTS 

 

To the best of your knowledge, are there any constraints that may prevent development 

on the site? Please provide brief details: 

Access difficulties  

Existing local plan policies  

Tree cover  

Topography  

Local character  

Ownership issues  

Legal issues e.g. covenants  

Contamination/pollution  

Environmental designation  

Flood risk  

Infrastructure requirements  

Market viability  

Other considerations  
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Do you believe constraints on the site could be overcome? If so, please explain. 

 

 

AVAILABILITY 

 

Is the site immediately available for development? 

Yes  If yes, is the site 

currently for sale 

and being 

marketed through 

a land agent? 

Yes  

No  

No   

If the site is not immediately available for development over what broad timeframe would 

you anticipate the site could first become available for development:  

Within the next 5 years i.e. by the end of July 2018  

Within a period 5 –10 years thereafter i.e. between 2018 -and 

2023 

 

Within a period 10 –15 years thereafter i.e. between 2023 - 

2028 

 

After 15 years i.e. after 2028  

If you anticipate the site could become available for development within the next five 

years, what would be your best estimate of a more precise year?  

Before the end of December 2013  

Between January 2014 and December 2014  

Between January 2015 and December 2015  

Between January 2016 and December 2016  

Between January 2017 and December 2017  

Between January 2018 and December 2018  

 

  

Once commenced, how many years do you think it would take to develop the site? 

Number of years  
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SURVEY AND OTHER ISSUES 

 

In identifying such a site you are giving permission for an officer (or representatives) of the 

Council to access the site in order to ascertain site suitability. In this context would there 

be any access issues to the site? 

 

 

 

If yes, please provide contact details of the person who should be contacted to arrange a 

site visit. 

 

 

Do you know of any other issues that we should be aware of? 

 

 

Please return this form together with a map which clearly identifies the boundary of 

the site to: 

 

Parish Clerk, Parish Hall, Church Street, Cheddar, Somerset, BS27 3RA;   

phone 01934 743217;   

email clerk@cheddarparishcouncil.org 

 

 

 

 

 

By September 30th 2013 please. 
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Appendix 3 Site Assessment Data - (Please See Document 5) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




